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I NTRODUCT I ON

S i nce the n i neteenth century soc i ety has segregated many of i ts

criminals, mentally ilì, senile, aged, and poor in prisons and

hospita ls. I n the last tr^Jenty years, however, much I iterature and

discussion in the field of corrections have been focused on the re-

i ntegrat ¡ on of the offender i nto the commun i ty. A I though the

traditional objective of punishment as a deterrent is sti I ì a dominant

consideration, attention is being directed at alternatives to

incarceration. These alternatives to incarceration are usually presented

as an essential ly humane and beneficent social reform.

Andrew Scull (1977) in Decarceration, Commun i ty Treatment and the

Dev i ant--A Rad i cal Vi ew has recentl y exami ned and anal yzed the

decarceration movement, a state sponsored pol i cy to control 'problem'¡

populations by alternative means other than incarceration. ln the

theoretical framework of merging state controì efforts of social,

poì itical, and economic structure, Scuì ì reveals the deficiencies and

inadequacies of the traditional interpretations of the trend to

decarcerate and shows that in practice social reform bears remarkably

little resemblance to ìiberal rhetoric on the subject.

Scul I has argued that the radicaì changes in correctional practices

are i nt imatel y entrenched wi th what 0rconnor (197Ð has termed the

"fiscal crisis of the state.rr Bui lding on 0tconnor's anaìysis, Scul l

states that advanced capital ist countries, such as Britain, United
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States, and Canada, have been required to socialize more and more of the

costs of production. This is most clearly evident in the development of

the welfare state. Accordinglyr wêlfare capital ism creates structural

pressures to curtai I spending, including spending on costly systems of

segregat i ve control such as menta I hosp i ta I s and correct i ona I

institutions. At the same time, the development of the welfare state

makes available a system for managing elements of the surplus population

in the community. These constraints and pressures, it is argued, lead

the state to divest itself of expensive institutions and to develop an

alternative system of rrcare" in the community. The accounts about the

ineffectiveness and inhumanity of correctionaì institutions that, in the

popular view, account for the rise of community corrections are,

according to Scul I r âFr ideological camouflage that al lows economy to

masquerade as benevolence. Essentially, Sculì's major critic¡sm of this

movement is that it reflects economical and structural pressures to

relieve the cost of segregative control in the face of a growing fiscal

cr is is.

The intent of this thesis is to critical ly explore and investigate

the accuracy of Scuì lrs explanation of the decarceration movement in

Canada. The thesis wi ì I examine the decarceration movement in the

context of adjudged criminals. The origin, impact, and consequences of

this process are explored through an analysis of time trend data of

federal government expenditures, sentence disposi tions, criminal justice

expenditures and prison populations. These data wi I I be interpreted

within a conceptual framework which borrows in part from Scull's theory

of decarceration, 0'Connorrs thesis of the fiscal crisis of the state,
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and Rusche and Kirchheimer's orientation for understanding the history

of penal reforms.

As Cohen (.|979), l{atrhews (tg7g), tgnaiieff (1978), and Foucault

(1977) suggest, pêrìâl reform, I ike welfare reform, is the product of

many forces--among them, soc ial structural arrangements, the

intellectual and ideological climate, cultural, individual and

idiosyncratic factors. Although economic factors are the major variables

in this case, this should not be taken to ¡mply that the other elements

can be reduced to mere epiphenomena. To the contrary, it is recognized

that only one of many explanatory var iables is to be dealt with which

explains the underlying impetus of the decarceration movement.

The focus of attention is the post Second World War period, with

special emphasis on the ìast two decades. The analysis will be

concerned, therefore, with the era of the rapid rise of the welfare

state in Canada. lt is not the intention of this thesis to demonstrate

an immediate causal link between the economic order and the vicissitudes

of the decarceration movement but to present i I lustrative historical and

contemporary material and statistics which would provide strong evidence

and a persuas i ve a I ternate argument for the ex i stence of the

decarceration movement other than the one advocated and propagandized in

the name of ¡rrehab i I i tat i ve" cons i derat i ons.

Chapter one of this thesis wilì present both an examination and

cr i tique of the label I i ng perspectíve i n deviancy theory. The

ideological significance of this theory is acknowìedged since it is felt

that this perspective has been i nstrumentaì in the justification for,

and ascendency of the decarceration policy. The second chapter wiìì be
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devoted to a descriptive and explanatory analysis of the social,

historical, pol iticaì and economic functions (together with the shaping

of themes) of the decarcerat i on movement. I n Chapter three, the

methodology of the anaìysis wi I I be profi led with the presentation of

the analysis and results outlined in the fourth chapter. F¡nally in the

I ast chapter, the research wi I I demonstrate the i nadequac i es and

shortcomings of the economic functional ist explanation of decarceration

wi th recommendations and impl i cations for further research"



CHAPTER ONE

The sociology of deviance has produced a pìethora of typologies,

developments, and directionS towards the study .of cr ime, cr iminal ity,

and the systems and agents of social .control. ln fact, agencies of

social control have increasingìy been defined as one of the focal points

of research in the sociology of deviance. This is due in part to the

faet that these agencies (poì icer cFiminal justice sytem, pFisons,

penitentiaries, juvenile justice system, etc.) are such an omnipresent

feature of modern society and that they regulate and dispose of large

quantities of resources and people. l.lore significantly however,

contemporary I iterature (Goffman, l96i ; Garf inkel, 1967- Lemert,l972i

Erikson,1964) on deviance has viewed the systems of social control as

inextricably invoìved in the process by which people become defined and

redef i ned as devi ant. As K i tsuse suggests,

Forms of behaviour per se, do not differentiate deviants from
non devíants; it is the responses of the conventional and
conforming members of the society who identify and interpret
behaviour as deviant which sociological 1y transforms persons
i nto dev i ants . (tt ¡ tsuse, 19622 253)

lnevitably then, attention comes to be fixed on what agencies of control

claim to be doing in relation to what they, in fact, achieve.

Among proponents of the labelling theory--interchangeably termed the

societal reaction approach and interactionist perspective--the exi.stence

of a mutual relationship between deviance and social control has come to

be seen as aìmost axiomatic. Work in the tradi tion, gleaned from the

5
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works of Becker (1974), Lemert (1972), Erikson (t964) and Scheff (1975)

has consisted of the elaboration and documentation of the paradoxical

notion that sociaì control leads to deviancy.

Deviant activities often seem to derive support from the very
agencies designed to suppress them. Prisons and similar
agencies of control, provide aid and shelter to large numbers
of deviant persons, sometimes enhancing their survivial
chances i n the wor l d as a whol e. But beyond th i s, such
institutions gather marginal people into tightly segregated
groups, give them an opportunity to teach one another the
ski I ls and attitudes of a deviant career, and often provoke
them into employing these ski I ls by reinforcing their sense of
al ienation from the rest of society. (Erikson, 196\: l5-16)

Whi le most criminologists have been investigating how deviant behaviour

affects social control, label ì ing theorists have been busy investigating

the condítions under which the reverse proposition holds. Attent¡on

tends to be fixed on the role of the agencies in selecting and

processing the deviant population with emphasis on to how their

activities in these respects serve to redefine and remake the identity

of the individual deviants. Consistent with these general orientations,

the labelling theorists have argued that the penalties of,and reactions

to, such agencies increáse and condition the forms taken by deviance.

ln rendering social control so acutely problematic, this perspective,

though not without criticism, represents a considerable theoretical

advance in the soeiology of deviance. Flore specifically, however,

labelling theory has provided the major theoretical support for the

ascendency of the decarceration movement. lt is therefore essential to

outl ine the main thrust of the theoryrs arguments, which expl icitly

directs attention to the ways society unintentionally creates or

aggravates deviance in the very process of attempting to control it; and

wh ich impl ic it ly states that rrdev iants'r are s imply a product of of f ic ia I
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labeì I i ng who would be much better off ¡ f they were left unregulated

(i.e. decarcerated) .

Chapter one of this thesis wi I I review and criticize the deviancy

labeì I ing theorists' counterpointing an h¡storical ìy-informed, macro-

sociological perspective (inspired by radical criminology theory) which

articulates the regulation of criminal ity, deviancy and the systems of

social control to the social organization of the poìit¡cal economy.

Furthermore this thesis will counter the labeìling rrlaissez-fairerl

criminological theory with an argument that community treatment usual ly

means a cutback in social services.

For many years, sociologists regarded deviance as a given--sociar

probìems were seen as generating social responses, but only rareìy as

reflecting those responses. ln such a framework, a skeptical

orientation such as the label ì ing schooì was considered clearly

I iberating and intel lectual ly chal lenging. No longer satisfied to

support traditional images of deviance with pseudoscientific and

psychologistic trappings, the new theoreticians began to question the

conventional notion that the societal reaction to deviance represented

no more than a benign and defensive response to individual pathologies.

Their more critical orientation produced a pronounced shift away from an

obsessive preoccupation with the characteristics of individual deviants

towards a more far reaching interest in the social process.

Deviance is not a qual ity of the act a person commits but
rather a consequence of the application by others of rules and
sanctions to an offender. The deviant is one to whom the label
has successful ly been appl ied; deviant behaviour is behaviour
that people so label. (Becker, 196329)
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Deviance, therefore, could not be divorced from the wider social context

within which it occurred.

I n the genera I theme of process, i n the concentrat i on on dev i ant

roles, and in the deveìopment of self-conceptions, one can clearly see

the indebtedness of label I ing theory to the theoretical perspective of

symboì ic interactionism. The usage of social psychological terms is

pervasive: the mortification of seìf, stigma, degradation, discretion

and drift, typing and stereotyping, moral career, etc. lt is with this

rich detail of the ethnographic description that labelìing theorists

outl ine the neophyte deviant's passage through a publ ic degradation

ceremony. This ceremony imposes a master status upon deviants and much

of their behaviour is interpreted by others in light of this status. The

'very process of being apprehänded and publ icly labelled as deviant sets

in motion an inexorable self-fulfi ì I ing prophecy. For instance, Goffman

(1961) suggests that a recruit to a penal institution is confronted by

O.

series of abasements, degradations, humiliations, and
profanations of self. His seìf is systematical ly....mortified.
He begins some radical shifts in his moral career, a career
composed of the progressive changes that occur in the bel iefs
that he has concerning himself and significant others.
(coffman, l96l:14)

Once having acquired this inchoate but self-fulfilling identity, it is

very difficult to rel inquish the deviant status both because

hesitation by the community at large to accept the deviant and

the experience usual ly culminates in a deviant world view.

fashion, the societal reaction al legedly produces a kind

of the

because

ln this

of roì e

imprisonment which locks the deviant into a symbol ic jai l.
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As wel I as displaying great interest in these dramatic face to face

encounters between the deviant and the rrnormalrr individual, the

labeì I ing theory el icited a shift in research and theoretical

perspective more relevant to this discussion-- a much greater concern

with aspects of the formal social control apparatus. A perspective which

viewed deviance as primari ly a result of the reaction of others and

which directed attention to the way society unintentionaìly creates

deviance in the very process of attempting to regulate it, could hardly

avoid examining the agencies and institutions making up this formal

sociaì control apparatus. And, in fact, many of the label I ing theorists

have come to see the deviantrs interaction with, and processing by,

formaìly constituted agencies of social controì as perhaps the singìe

most vital context in which unorganized deviation comes to be stabilized

(Scuìl, 1977). ln essence, this perspective reflect findings that it is

rrthrough these macrocosmic, organizational forces of sociaì control

which publ ic and private agencies actively define and classify people,

impose punishment, restrict or open access to rewards and satisfactions,

set limits to social interaction and induct deviants into speciaì,

segregated environmentsrr (Lemert, 1967:Ð . lvloreover r âs Rub ington and

Weinberg (.l968: I l) suggest, it is precisely within these contexts that

deviants come under the regulation of hierarchy, impersonal i ty,

special ization and systematic formal rules. ln this paradigm's more

r i g id and car i catured vers ion, the dev i ant i s dev iant gl¿ because

society, and more particularly the total institut¡on representing

society, treats him as deviant. Decarceration, ¡ t is argued, wi ì I

el iminate the institutional reinforcers maintaining the deviant self-

image and career.
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The portrait and preoccupation of the deviant asrra passive nonentity

who is responsible neither for his suffering nor its alleviation--who is

more sinned against than sinningrr (Gouldner, 1968:106) runs I ike a

connect i ng thread throughout the soc i eta I react i on I i terature.

Practical ly it has been of enormous significance. The label I ing school

has provided an account of the fai I ings and brutal effects of such

"total" institutions as prisonsr peÍìitentiaries, mental hospitals,

smooth ¡ ng the way towards an abandonment or at I east a major

modification of segregative control systems and enabl ing this

development to be presented as motivated by concern for the deviant as

well as for the community as a whole.

The estab I i shment and advent of commun i ty based a I ternat i ves and

graduated release programs (such as probation, parole, haìfway homes,

communi ty correctionaì centres, work release programs, etc.)

undoubted I y ref I ects a growi ng ah/areness on the part of correct i onal

administrators and social policy makers of the I'totalr, institut¡on

treating and reinforcing him/her as deviants and of the problems created

by isolating the convicted offender from the community to which they

pìan to return. Decarceration, diversion, de-criminal ization, are

increasingly being used as the humanizing alternative to conventional

imprisonment. ln fact, laissez-faire criminologists determ¡ned to

humanize the correctional process ideal ly declare that maintaining the

offender in the communi ty is more humane, less costly, and a more

effective vehicle of rehabilitation. Their touted idealism presumably

stems from the heralded view that the institution is irredeemably

ev i I --a symboì of atroc i t i es and debasements; and the commun i ty,
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unequivocally good, oozing with virtues of adaptability and

understanding. lt is essential to debunk the notion that the real
rrcommun i tyrr i n commun i ty treatment has anyth i ng to do wi th the

consensual and committed interpersonal bonding associated with the

concept of 'rcommun i ty" . The not i on presupposes the ex i stence of a

cohesive and benevoìent community which often does not, in fact, exist.

The notion that the increased contact between the community and the

convicted offender wi I I improve the latter's self-image, attitude, world

view, and chances for post-release success is not uncommon. What is

uncommon is substantial, êf,pirical justification for the superiority and

benef i c i ent reform of commun i ty based approaches.

Theoretical ly, the concentration on the view of social I ife as

process and the stress on interaction have produced a neglect or even a

denial of the relevance of structural factors such as the division and

stratification of society into classes or the nature of its pol itical
and economic organization. llhi le ¡t is true that society consists of

individuals, and therefore that al I relations between social

institutions occur through individuals, this does not mean that these

relations can be understood soìely in terms of individual encounters

(Rock , 197\: 143) . Yet soc i etal reaction theor i sts often speak and act

as though this were the case, ignoring the larger social, political, and

economi c contexts wi th i n wh i ch the encounters they are descr ib i ng are

embedded. The theoreticaì fascination wíth rich detai I ing--

romanticizing the passive deviant--mystifies and discourages the sociaì

structural analysis necessary for a systematic understanding of the

functioning and supporting ideology of social control mechanisms in the
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contemporary social order. ln fact, the almost exclusive attention to

the impact of organizations on the individual results in an inadequate

attention to the structure of the organizations themselves and i n an

almost total neglect of the overal I structural context wi thin which

particular agencies of social control operate. When the label I ing

theorists do attempt to grapple with why the sociaì apparatus takes the

form it does and what accounts for the transformations in the nature of

social control o their work remains flawed by the incl ination to
rrtrivial ize the unexaminable features of the larger world'r (Rock,

197\23Ð. While labelling theory is not the only social science theory

which f inds the rrtotalrr institutions to be fruitless as a vehicìe for

effecting rehabilitatìon, it has nevertheless provided decisive,

theoretical and ideological support for the ascendancy of the

decarceration movement. lt is my contention that adequate theoretical

work in this area clearly demands the development of an historical ìy

informed macrosociological perspective on the interrelationships between

deviance, control structures, and the nature of the wider social systems

of which they are both a part and an essential support.

As Tayìor, lJalton and Young (191Ð maintain, one of the formal and

necessary requirements of a fully social theory of deviance, which is

almost total ly absent in the existing I iterature, is an effective model

of the pol i tical and economic imperatives that underpin, on the one

hand, the lay ideologies and, on the other, r¡crusadesl and initiatives
that emerge periodical ly either to control the amount or level of

deviance. There are efforts underway to combat the I iberal underpinnings

of criminology and its role in helping to manufacture and perpetuate the
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"legitimaciesil of the criminal justice system. By abandoning the

precepts of psychologistic, label l ing, and cultural theories of I iberal

criminology, radical criminological theory has chal lenged conventional

analysis and the hegemony of I iberal and positivistic approaches.

Although label I ing theory itself once represented a radical, critical

stance, the sociaì production of crimer criminal ity and the agencies of

social control is not questioned or chal lenged with¡n the framework of

the existing pol itical and economic order. Critics of the ìabel I ing

perspectíve such as Liazos (1972) and Platt (197Ð have argued that

analysis by this school continues to focus upon the individual deviant

and his mi I ieu. Close examination reveals that the writers of label I ing

theory stiìl fail to relate the phenomenon of deviance to larger

historical, political, and economic contexts. The emphasis is still on

therrdeviant" and the "problemrrhe represents to himself and others, not

on the society within which he operates and emerges (Liazos, 1972:.l04).

Consistent with this view of the underdog as victim, is the related

conception of him as someone who has to be managed better, and should be

managed better, by a bureaucratic apparatus of official care-takers. ln

shor t, i t conce i ves of the underdog as someone ma I treated by. a

bureaucratic establ ishment whose remediaì efforts are ineffectual ,

whose custodial effforts are brutal, and whose rule enforcement

techniques are self-interested. Whi le label I ing theory sees deviance as

generated by a process of social interaction, it does not regard

deviance as resulting from the specific total institution of the larger

society (Gouldner, 1968:70). For instance Becker's work (l 963), on

moral entrepreneurs, the most influential in this area, only reflects an
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individuaì istic and personal istic approach to r¡deviant careers',,

negìecting a detailed examination of the social context within which new

forms of social controì emerge.

Radicaì criminology requires a redefinition of the subject matter,

concerns and committments that reflect the reality of the criminal

justice system based on the present pol itical and economic

organizations. Since the adoption and application of the political,

historical, and economic constructs of radical criminology to the

decarceration movement wi I I be presented throughout this thesis, the

formal definition of this theory wi I I be brief. Radical theory involves

a l'larxist approach to issues of crime and crime control. lnitially it

wi I I be productive to expand on the definition of radical criminology

indirectly by discussing why ¡t ís not referred to as "new,rr rrconf lict,'t
r¡socialist," or "criticalrr criminology. First, stating that radical

criminology is rrneu/r¡ criminology gives no indication of it's contents.

Therrnew" criminology is a term which mediates some incongruities since

its theoret ica I or ig ins are i n the ear ly wr it ings of Kar I l'larx. The

second option "confl ictrr criminology is rejected by the radical

criminologists (Garafalo, 197Ð themselves, who see confl ict theory as a

diluted and rrlaunderedrr form of the f'larxism. (Rtatt, .l97Ð 
" Third,

although the label rrsocialistrrcriminology may be descriptive of what is

cal led radical criminology, one must avoid confusing radical criminology

with the state sponsored criminology that is found in Eastern European

countries and the Soviet Union (i.e. in ¡ractually existingrr socialism).

There is aìso a specific reason for avoiding the fourth label,
r¡criticalrrcriminology: the word has the connotation of negativism, that
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is, simply criticism or critical appraisal of the traditional and

standard approaches in criminology--and radical criminology is not just

simple criticism, it also offers criticism of both the accumuìated

knowledge of criminal justice, criminology in general, and the

institutions that are the subject matter of criminal justice. From the

perspective of radical criminology, such criticism and opposition is

necessary because the technocratic knowledge and existing institutions

of criminal justice serve essential ly mal ign purposes. This negative

judgement does not stem from an evaluation of the knowledge and

institutions as a closed system. That is, the negative judgement is not

based on the content i on that the knowl edge and i nst i tut i ons come up

short relative to the goals that are impì icit within them. Rather,

radical criminology's position is based on how the criminal justice

system fits into the broader social, economic, and pol itical framework.

To develop this idea, ¡t is necessary to describe briefly the scope and

focus of analysis advocated by radical criminology.

The appl ication of a radical criminoìogical perspective poses

entirely new questions about the nature of the state and crime in a

capitalistic society. Radical criminology views the state as a coercive

and repressive apparatus which uti ì izes the pol ice, courts, prisons,

legal codes, and judicial sanctions to repress and confine the victims

of exploitative social relations and economic inequality. Labelling

theorists, operating within the confines of a I iberal ideology, have

conducted stud i es on pol i ce, courts, prisons, etc. ; however, they have

omitted the analysis of how the operations of these agencies are

i nf I uenced by the work i ngs of the state. Accord i ng to rad i ca I
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cr¡m¡nologists, (Platt, 1973; Taylor, Wal ton, and Young , 197Ð the

apprehension of these I inks is essential for a total understanding of

social control and deviancy. Furthermore, the realm of behaviour

sanctioned as crime and the agencies of social control are arbitrari Iy

subjected to changes in social reìations and economic conditions (Platt,

1973; Chambl i ss and Seidman , l97l; Scott and Scuì I , 1974) .Wfren Qui nney

(1977:31-32) states that the crucial phenomenon to be considered is not

crime per se but the historicaì development and the operation of the

capital ist economy, he highl ights the divergence between radicaì

criminology and other criminologicaì theories in terms of where analytic

interest resides. Radical criminology seeks not only to examine the

state and state defined crime; it aìso attempts to Iocate the phenomenon

of crime and crime control within the broader historical, pol itical and

economic contexts in which i t occurs. Crime, and in particular crime

control, is viewed as a product of historical ly-changing economic and

social relations (Rusche and Kirchheimer, 1939).

ln terms of the fieìd of criminal justice, interest is focused on the

nature and functioning of the institutions of the criminal justice

system. Economic, sociaì and pol itical phenomena that are outside the

system receive only per i pheral attention--attention that i s activated

only when those phenomena have a bearing on some specific criminal

justice issue, and attention that takes those phenomena for granted

rather than questioning their basic structure (Quinney, 197Ð. Radical

criminology turns this focus inside out--the economic structure is of

primary interest providing the reference point from which the total ity

of society is analyzed; and the criminal justice system and its
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component parts are taken as a focus within which the contradictions of

the economic system are reflected, âs those in power attempt to control

the population and to maintain their or^rn dominant position. Platt

(1973:4) conrends rhat,

whi le the label I ing and confl ict theorists, I ike Skolnick or
Turk are critical of social control mechanisms and
institutions, their pol icy proposals are invariably formulated
within the framework of corporate capi tal ism and the welfare
state, and in effect help to shape new adjustments to existing
pol i tical and economic arrangements.

l'luch of the discussion presented in this chapter has unavoidably been

abstract. As Scul I suggests, however, abstract polemics about the merits

of an a ì ternat i ve approach are no subst i tute for a pract i ca I

demonstration of its analytical uti I ity. The latter is what this thesis

hopes to ach i eve i n the succeed i ng chapters. By pl ac i ng the

decarceration movement in an historical and economic framework, this

thesis wi I I empirical ly demonstrate that the shift in social controls

and practices are not a therapeutic reform but a short-run budgetary

scheme that is dependent upon, and a reflection of, deep-seated changes

in the social and structural organization of Canada.
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!: I THE0RETICAL ASSUI,IPTl0NS UNDERLYING qECARCERATI0N P0LlCl ES

Since the lgS}'s a major trend in corrections in Canada has been the

deveìopment of alternatives to incarceration which allow the offender to

be reintegrated into the community subject to certain conditions which,

¡f not adhered to, may result in incarceration. Literature on

correctional and penaì pol icy has long suggested that traditionaì forms

of incarceration frequently increase the I ikel ihood that convicted

offenders wi I I persíst in criminal activities after their reìease from

prison. This understanding is spawned in part by the realization that

simple incarceration frequently isolates the inmate from the ìarger

community, thereby minimizing his/her exposure to 'rlegitimaterl

influences and maximizing his/her exposure to I'criminal" norms. The

potential harmfuì effects upon inmatesrattitudes engendered by this

isolation have been expressed in studies of rrprisonizationrr (Cìoward,

1960; Sykes, 1960; llessinger, l960; Goffman, l96t¡ trwin, t97o) and may

account in part for the observation that increased contacts between the

inmate and the larger community could strengthen tendencies toward a

positive change in attitude during the ìatter phases of incarceration.

This possibil ity is coupled with the fact that over l0Z of incarcerated

offenders are rel eased to the commun i ty wi th i n two years (0uterbr i dge,

197327Ð and evidence indicating that a large number of offenders who

are candidates for incarceration can be dealt with in the community with

l8 -
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no greater risk and at far less expense than if they were imprisoned

(Empey and Lubeck, I 970) .

I n the I i terature on commun i ty treatment i tseì f, two sets of

assumptions are repeated wi th regularity. The fi rst set of assumptions

are based on 'rcommon sense" or on the irrefutable results of empirical

research: l) Prisons and juveni ìe insti tutions are simply ineffective,

they do not successful I y deter nor rehabi I i tate. They actual ly make

things worse by strengthening criminal commitment. 2) Community

alternatives are much less costly and l) the latter are more humane than

any institution can be; prisons are brutal, cruel and beyond reform.

Theref ore, community corrections must I'obviously be better,rr "should at

least be given a chance," or 'rcarì't be worse.rl

The second set of assumptions appeals to, and is entrenched in ,

number of sociological and pol i tical bel iefs, which are perhaps not as

seìf evident as the previous set: l) Theories of stigma and ìabel I ing

have demonstrated that the further the deviant is processed into the

system, the harder it is to return him to normal ìife; therefore

measures designed to minimize penetration into the formal system, and to

keep the deviant in the community as long as possible, are desirable. 2)

The causal process leading to most forms of deviance originate in

society, (fami ly, community, school, economic system) --therefore

prevention and cure must be in the community and not in artificially

created agencies constructed on a model of individual intervention. 3)

Liberal measures, such as reformatories, the juveni le court and the

whole rehabi I i tative model are pol i ticaì ly suspect, whatever the

benevolent motives which I ie behind them. The state should be committed
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to doi ng

diversion,

as decriminal ization,

!:! CORREcTIONAL STRATEGIES ASSOCIATED WITH DECARCERATION

The usage of community correctional programmes has been so pervasive

at every stage of the correctional process that it has come to denote a

wide variety of correctional dispositions. There are two separate but

overlapping strategies; firstly certain forms of intensive intervention

located rrin the communityrr i.e., sentencing options which serve as

initial alternatives to being sent in an institution or later options of

release from inst¡tutions, and secondly, those programs set up at some

preventive, poì icing, or pre-triaì stage to divert offenders from even

initial processing by the conventional systems of justice. Essential ly

the rrdecarcerat i on" denotes a reduced degree of segregat i on from

ordinary social I ife and incìudes traditional probation and parole, as

well as nehrer programmes such as halfway homes, group homes, pretrial

releases and work release programmes. Expl ici tly rehabi I i tative

programmes may or may not be present. Because community corrections is

used to describ.e such a wide variety of efforts at every stage of the

correctional process, the phrase 'rcommuni ty based corrections" has

general ly lost al I descriptive usefulness except as a code term with

connotations of rradvanced" correctional thinking, impl ied value

judgements against the locking up and isolation of the offender, and the

indispensibility of increased community responsibility for the control

of cr i me and de I i nquency .

I ess harm--therefore pol i c i es such

and decarceration should be supported.



Community based correction programmes popularized by

decarceration, diversion, and de-institutional ization are

being implemented as the rrhumanizingt' alternative to

i mpr i sonment.

2t

the terms of

i ncreas i ngl y

convent i ona I

Decarcerat i on i s shorthand for a state sponsored pol i cy of
cìosing down asylums, prisons, and reformatories. I'tad people,
criminals and del inquents are being discharged or refused
admission to the dumps in which they have been traditionally
housed and instead they are left at large, to be coped withfin the community." (Scull, 197721)

2:f HISTORICAL PREcTDENTS AND RECENT TRENDS tN DECARCERATTON

Although some may see decarceration as outlandishly permissíve and

dangerous, such community based treatment alternatives have in fact been

in operation for a long time now, mainìy in the form of probation
:

(enacted in canada, in .l889 by the,rrAct to permit the conditionaì

Release of First 0ffenders") and parole (enacted canada, ì899 by an ¡'Act

to Provide for the Conditionaì L¡beration of Convicts'r). Recent data

from the united States, notably Florida, reveaì that probation and

parole began to be used in an historical ly unprecedented fashion from

the late 60rs onward. Between 1964-ì965 and 1973-1gl\, the numbers

placed on probation annuaìly rose dramatically from 3,t+30 to 4!,\2\, an

increase ammount¡ng to a dizzying 1,340 percent. Between 1966-1967 and

1973-197\, the numbers sent to prison in any given year rose from 3,208

to 1,022, an increase of some !6 percent, while the numbers released on

probation rose fron 2,761 to 18,502, an increase of F6o percent (Florida

Parole and Probation Commission, 34tn Annual Report, 1974: l4) .

simi larly, in the area of juveni le del inquency, the most intensive

effort to move toward a community based eorrectional system was the
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decision of the I'lassachusetts government to close all state run

f aci lities. As Coates, l.liller E 0hlin (1973: lZ8) document, the initial
plans were drawn up only three to four weeks before thei r

implementation, and the final decision to go ahead took place only days

before the closure began.

Such a dramatic change of social policy had deeper roots ln the years

prior to their closure, the llassachusetts state-run faci I ities exhibited

overcrowding, brutal behaviour by custodial staff, and i nflated costs

per child ranged as high as Sll,5OO, twice the national average. Despite

this, and for all the rrl iberalismil of the state,s political elite,

Hassachusetts al legedly possessed a recidivism rate of 8o percent.

During the 1972 legíslative recess, when pol itical counteraction was

least I i kel y, Di rector Jerome lli I ler suddenly and wi thout warn i ng used

aì I his discretionary powers as commissioner to empty and officiaì ly

close all juvenile institutions.

The trend towards decarceration in Canada paral lels the trend in the

United States. Statistics from the Canadian Penitentiary Service reveal

that from 1968 to 1970, the penitentiary population increased from 7,16ì

to 7,373, an increase of only 2.1 percent, while the numbers on parole

rose from 1,32\ to 2,720, an increase of l0! percent (Statistics Canada,

The Criminal in Canadian Societv--A Perspective on Corrections, 1973.

Parole in Canada has now developed to the point where it is becoming the

norm rather than the exception for release of inmates from prison. lt is

no longer appropriate to taìk about parole as being an exercise of

grace, as being a privilege rather than a right, oF as being a contract

entered into by the inmate to obtain his freedom. Perhaps more than in
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any other area of soc¡al policy, crime control has allowed the trend to

decarceration to be swept up in a tidal wave of enthusiasm. There is

ìittle doubt that the rhetoric and ideology of community control is both

pervasive and quite secure. And as cohen (.|979) suggests, whatever may

be happening to overal I rates of incarceration, most industrial ized

countries will continue to see a proliferation of various schemes in

line with this ideology.

2¿\ DECARCERAT I ON: THEORY VERSUS PRACTI CE

Despite such optimistic claims, the establ ishment and development of

community based corrections for otherwise incarcerated individuals has

often met with considerable opposition and resistance from the

communities in which they are located. (Rs noted previously, ',communityrl

in community treatment programmes usually has little to do with the

consensual and committed interpersonal bonding associated with the

concept "community". The notion presupposes the existence of a cohesive

community which often does not in fact exist). community opposition

appears to be associated with a fear of the havoc and danger such

offenders might wreak, a fear that property values wi I I decl ine if a

community residential centre is located in residentiaì areas

and the bel ief that admission into such a centre does not involve

suff i c i ent pun i shment. As a consequence of such i ntoì erance and

res i stance, there has been I ¡ ttl e choi ce but to locate communi ty

correctional centres and community residential centres in less than

desirable areas--r¡deviant ghettosrr--characterized by a high degree of

social disorganization and social pathology. This emergence intorrsewers
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of human misery" (Scull, 1977) is hardly appropriate if the aim is to

integrate or reintegrate the offender into community I ife and encourage

the offender to embrace a way of life which is associated with socially

acceptable legitimate behaviour. This aside, the val idity of these

assumptions (see page t9) from which communi ty correctional programmes

are derived warrant examination.

With respect to the first claim that community alternatives prevent

and deter crime is sti I I open to argument and lacks strong empirical

support. Although Usher (1978:5) found that 97?6 of the day parotes

granted to inmates are successful ly completed, this may only serve to

indicate that the prospect of being returned to prison with a subsequent

denial of full paroìe if the conditions and regulations of day parole

are not adhered to, may act as a deterrent. tlhiIe some may counter that

such a result is an outcome of effective treatment, Outerbridge's

(1973: ì6) Task Force of Community-Based Correctional and Residential

Centres found that treatment in such centres is diffusely defined,

consisting of once-a-week group meetings and that "after sitting in one

some of these therapy or group sessions r^,e concìuded that the depth of

counseìling was not as great as we have been led to believe.'r |loreover,

the Task Force noted that residents stay an average of sixty-nine days.

Therefore, how can one expect personality changes in so short a time,

particularly since most residents who are ex-offenders need time simply

to flshake down'r after severaì years in prison (0uterbridge, 1973:16).

Furthermore, the 0uterbridge Report went so far as to suggest that the

rhetoric of treatment and rehabilitation appears to be used primarily to

justify funding and al location of resources. Group therapy, the
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treatment most commonly used in such centres has not proven to be

effective in deal ing with offenders (Kasselbaum, et. â1, 1971) . The

deveìopment of psychotropic drugs was a breakthrough which al lowed

mental patients to be returned to the community; to date corrections has

yet to experience a simi lar development (Scul ì , lg77). This conclusion

is reflected in Greenbergrs claim (19752\) that community based

correctional programmes are no more effective in combating recidivism

than those conducted in prison. Nor have elaborate rehabi I itational

programmes conducted in the community proved themselves to be markedly

superior to ordinary probation, sometimes they appear to have been

markedly worse (lbid:l+) .

The conclusions reached by l.laller (1977) in Hen Released from Prison

reveal that the rehabil itationaì success derived from parole is dubious.

The depressing picture to be drawn from this study includes the finding

that within a period of two years following release, one out of two men

released on paroìe were re-arrested and convicted or had their parole

revoked. Wi th i n a per i od of three years, the aforement i oned proport i ons

were expected to increase further. The length of sentence bears no

relationship to the probabi I ity of reconviction fol lowing release, with

or wi thout paroì e. Counter to Usher's f i nd i ngs (l 978) , the threat of

revocation of parole affects the behaviour of paroìees only margi nal ly.

As Scul I comments,

The content i on that treatment i n the commun i ty i s more
effective than institutional ization is an empty one... The
claim that ìeaving deviants at large cures or rehabi I itates
them is just that--a claim. Little or no solid evidence can be
offered in ¡ts support. lnstead it rests uneasily on a cloud
of rhetoric and wishful thinking. l'lost people's conception of
the humane does not embrace turning loose the perpetrators of
violent crímes, under conditions which guarantee that they
will receive little or no supervision. Yet as decarceration
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' has been implemented this is what has been happening. (Scul l,
1977 z 1)

The second assumpt i on used to j ust i fy commun i ty based cor rect i ons i s

that communi ty based corrections for offenders are less costly to

operate and maintain than prisons. The Task Force (0uterbridge, lg73:ll)

found that the cost in operating community based corrections and prisons

were about the same. Cohen and Garringer's (1976) report examined the

per d'lem costs of running the Saskatchewan Community CorrectionaI Centre

and the Regina and Prince Albert Correctional Centres. The community

correctional centre cost S23.41 per day for each resident as compared to

the S24.51 in the Regina tnstitute and $19.57 in prince Albert. Data

made avai lable by the Prai r ie Regional Headquarters of the National

Parole Service show that its average daily cost of maintaining an inmate

at a community correctional centre in the .|975-1976 fiscal year h,as

Szl+.ol+, compared with S36.64 in minimum, S37.49 in medium, and S48.90 in

maximum security (Operation Principles of 0sborne centre, 1977).

Finaìly, ¡t is argued that if community based centres are cheaper to

operate and the rise of such centres results in a reduction of the

pr i son popul at ion, then the taxpayers wi I I be saved money s i nce the

justification given for such centres is that they are financially viable

alternatives than prisons (scull , 19772\l-6Ð. This argument tends to

i gnore that there are f i xed costs assoc i ated wi th operat i ng and

maintaining a prison and a 202 reduction in the prison population will
probably not result in a l0Z decrease in the cost of operating a prison.

Decentral ization of faci I ities may.weì I increase costs. This principle,

of course aìso has implications for community based centres.
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Cost-effective evaluations tend to assume that cost of programmes and

rates of return to cr ime are the onl y cr i ter i a rel evant for an

evaluation. According to Rose and Hami lton (lg7Ol.Z), if this were the

case, al I offenders could be released wi thout supervision since this

would cost nothing at al l.

!,lhile ¡t may be assumed that community corrections are more humane

than prisons, C.S. Lewisr (195Ð dictum, rrof all tyrannies, a tyranny

expressed for the good of i ts victim may be the most oppressive,"

directs attention to the need to judge the extent to which something is

real ly humane from the victims's point of view. Whi le less restrictive

than prison, community correctional centres sti I I represent a measure of

custodial coercion. lnmates are ì ikeìy to feeì resentful in a community

based correctional programme because their presence is experienced as an

added punishment. They bel ieve that when they are released from prison

they should not be subject to further restrictions on their liberty. ln

this circumstance, the contrast between the brutal ity of the prison and

the alleged humanitarianism of the community-based correction is not

clear-cut, because the community based aìternative functions not only as

a replacement to the prison but also as a supplement. The offender is

coercively exposed to both the prison and the community alternative. The

same holds true for parole. Residents are typical ly expected to conform

to rules and regulations (ie. abstention from alcohol, drugs, and and a

str¡ctly enforced curfew) which are likely to be resented by aìl but the

most straitìaced.

The wide acceptabi I ity of the rhetoric of rehabi I itation used to

promote commun i ty based treatment programmes, I i nger i ng attachments to
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the concept of community involvement a certain vagueness as to what

communíty corrections actual ly means a growing conviction among a

substantial part of the population that prisons are needlessly cruel,

costly, and more I ikely to corrupt than to cure, have al lowed these

programmes to proliferate ìargely free of crit¡cal scrutiny. Even where

programmes have been evaluated, the criteria used to determine programme

success have escaped serious analysis" They are either blandly

descriptive or else evaluative only in the sense of usi ng the pseudo-

scientif ic language of 'rprocessr" 'rfeedback," "goalsr" ,'inputrrretc., to

decide whether this or that programme works or is cost beneficial.

Little of this promotes an understanding of the basic structural and

i deoì og i ca I trends.

2:l SCULL I S EXPLANAT I 0N 0F THE DECARCERAT I 0N TREND

Endeavor i ng to i I I ustrate the i nadeguac i es and

character i ze standard accounts of the sources of the

decarcerate the rrdeviantrr is insuff icient; there remain

obl igation of providing a more satisfactory expìanation o

defects wh i ch

movement to

s the obvious

f this alleged

policy change. Andrew Scull in Decarceration , Commun i ty Treatment and

the Deviant--A Radical View, presents a theory which seeks to give a

comprehensive fiscal structural explanation for the emerging hegemony of

the movement to decarcerate. Scull argues that the various standard and

conventional accounts of decarceration have provided ideological

camouf I age for a communi ty treatment movement wh i ch i s most

comprehensiveìy understood to be a function of welfare capitaì ism: the

movement is not a rehabilitative reform but a short-run budgetary
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scheme. Scull¡s explanation of the trend to decarcerate rests heavily on

rrf iscalrrconsiderations, relying largely on the work of James 0rConnor

(1973) in The Físcal Crisis of the State. According to 0rConnor,

governmental expenditures overwheìm and increase more rapidly than

governmental revenues, creating a r¡structuraì gap'r or what he cal ls the

rrf iscal crisis'r of the state. The f iscal crisis ref lects the

contradictions inherent in the dual government functions of

rraccumulationrr and rrlegitimization." The state must create an

environment in which profitable accumulation is possible and an

environment which fosters the conditions whereby there is a "perceived

harmony of i nterest .¡r These two funct i ons, accumu I at i on and

legitimization,

because,

are often mutual ì contrad i ctory funct i ons prec i sel y

a capitalist state that openìy uses its coercive force to help
one class accumulate capital at the expense of other classes
ìoses its legitimacy and hence undermines that basis of its
loyalty and support. But a state that ignores the necessity
of assisting the process of capital accumulation risks drying
up the source of i ts own pourer, the economyr s surpl us
production capacity, and the taxes drawn from this surplus and
other forms of capi tal (0'Connor, 1973:6) .

The state budget is composed of two basic economic categories which

corresponds to the process of accumulation and ìegi timization--rrsocial

capitalrr expenditures and rrsoeial expenses¡r expenditures. Sqçj_el

capital expenditures are required for profitable capital accumulation

and they encompass two subcategories--sociaì investment and social

consumption. Social capital investments are expenditures promoting

profits or providing services that increase the productivity of certain

sectors of the labour force, in order to increase the rate of profit

(e.g. the need to upgrade labour ski I ls). Social consumption consists
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of projects and services that reduce the costs of reproducing the labour

force, thereby increasing the rate of profit (e.g. government-financed

job development programs for ex-inmates, health care, and education) .

Social expenses consists of projects and services (e.g. welfare

benefits) designed to maintain a perceived harmony of interests among

the population, to mi tigate pol i tical opposi tion to government

authority, and to lend legitimacy to government apparatuses, notabìy law

enforcement agencies and correctional systems.

0rConnor (197Ð argues that state spending is both a cause and effect

of economic pol icy and development and that tendencies toward pol itical

and economic crises are in part an outcome of the contradictory state

functions of accumuìation and legitimization. Accordingly, the state

attempts to attenuate these contrad i ct i ons i n a number of ways. tli th i n

this general framework, decarceration in the form of haìfway homes,

communi ty correctionaì centres, probation, and parole are designed to

reduce costs whi le simultaneously giving state pol icy a benevolent

gloss. I n particuìar, the decarceration movement reflects structural

pressures to decrease the cost of segregative control, once welfare

payments make avai lable a viable alternative to management in an

institution. These structural pressures are intensified by the fiscal

crisis: a crisis engendered by advanced capital ismrs need to rrsocial ize"

more and more of the costs of production, the welfare system being one

feature of the process of social ization of costs. And to take this

argument further, i t i s the pervas iveness and i ntens i ty of these

pressures, and their mutually reinforcing character, which account for

most of the characteristic features of the new system of communityrrcare
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and treatment.r' which explains the continued adherence to this pol icy

even where it provokes considerable opposition (Scul I , 1977:152).

ln 0rConnorrs terms, social welfare represents a dual capitalist

strategy at taxpayerrs expense; a social investment to raise the

productivity of labour but also a social expense in securing harmony.

Welfare buys the al legiance of ski I led workers-- þromising them aid and

support when out of work--and copes with threats of disord.er in the

growing surplus population. A critical result, the economic crisis

follows. This is the product of increasing pubìic services, and a higher

proportion of the aged, sick and other dependent people in the

population. Added to these aìready serious costs--are financial

pressures resulting from the unionization of government empìoyees and

the success of cìass action suits by inmates which require institutions

to meet mi nimal treatment standards and to restr ict the exploi tation of

an unwaged and incarcerated labour force (Scul l, 19772138-139).

Accord i ng to Scul I , these factors make the cont i nued ma i ntenance of

penaì institutions unfeasible. The result is decarceration in the face

of both considerable publ ic opposition (citizens fear for the¡r safety)

and increasing evidence of the fai ìure of decarceration to provide for

the needs of former i nmates.

The contemporary decarceration movement fol ìows not from humanitarian

concerns' nor from the avai labi I ity of new treatment methods, but from

the changing demands for pacification of the offender, the increasing

rel iance on welfare as an important component in "managingil the labour

force and the emergence of a fiscal crisis. The governmentrs welfare

expense is a'rsocial concession" that plays a particular and critical
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role trin anticipation of popular discontent and struggle" (Scul l,

19772.|36). The consequence of this policy includes cancelled

construction plans and the diversion of mi ì I ions of taxpayersr dol lars

to halfway homes, community correctionaì centres, and other agencies, as

well as the dumping of the decarcerated individuaìs into decaying urban

centres.

Scul I stresses that decarceration reflects neither the progress of

social scientific understanding nor improvement in medical technology"

The critics of the total institutions have not real ly won; their

ideological "victory¡' is merely the apoloqia for the new pol icy. ln this

anaìysis, economy masquerades as benevolence, ñêglect as tolerance.

H I STOR I CAL CONS I DERAT I ONS

From a theoretical perspective, contemporary penal pol icies, such as

decarceration, cannot be explained without an historical framework, for

recent reforms are to a great extent comprehensìble only through an

appreciation of their origins and development (Platt, 197Ð.

Accordingly, âñ historîcaìly-informed macrosociologicaì perspective is

necessary to ga i n a deeper grasp of the i nterrel at i onsh i ps between

deviance and social control. Furthermore, by disclosing the structural

forces which ignited the adoption of specific social control practices,

these historicaì constructs wi I I hopeful ly demonstrate how closeìy

changes in the character of the social controì apparatus are I inked to

changes in the nature of the social system within which it is embedded.

llost of the tradi tionaì historical studies of penal styìes and

practices are presented as the 'runfolding of an idea": penological

!þ
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developments and pol icies are inextricably bound together with the

I iberal ideological notions of rprogress and reform.r lmpl icit in this

is the often erroneous belief that the history of penal reform has been

a process of forward ìinear progress away from medieval brutality and

repress i on to modern day treatment based on psychoana I ys i s and

rehabilitation. The contemporary prison is one of several institutions

in which I iberal mythology has a heavy investment (Kirkpatrick, 1964¡

Kidman, 1937) " Probation, parole, work release programs and the

correctional community have been described as having evolved as a result

of democratic or humanitarian progress, historic growth, gradual

scientific or technicaì progressr pFomoted by compassionate and wel ì-

i ntent i oned reformers. 0f course, anyone wi th knowl edge about the

history of penal reform wi I I recognize that non-institutional

alternatives were developed from the point at which the penitentiary was

founded. The history of criminal controì since the mid-eighteenth

century has been the h i story of a prol i ferat i on of control measures

which involve varying degrees of classificatioh, segregation and

containment (see Foucault, 1977; Rothman, l98O; llatthew, 197Ð. As

Jackson (1967 z2lÐ observe.s,

þ'/e have hanged th ieves, chopped of f the i r r i ght hands, used
branding, stocks, pi I lory, transportation, penal servitude,
imprisonment, whipping, f ines, probation, and discharge,
absolute or conditional. And that is not a complete I ist.
Thieving continues.

The traditional and standard historical accounts, moreover, are I imited

in the sense that they fail to lead to an indictment of the political

economic order, and thus the conditions described as conducive to penal

reform are treated in an apolitical and antiseptic manner which obscures
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the real ity of the situation. A more sophisticated understanding of the

history of penal practices and styles requires that one considers penal

changes in relation to changes in social structure.

The transformation in penal systems cannot be explained only
from changing needs of the war against crime, âlthough this
struggle does play a part. Every system of production tends to
d i scover pun i shments wh i ch correspond to i ts product i ve
reìationships. lt is thus necessary to investigate the origin
and fate of penal systems, the use or avoidance of specific
punishments, and the intensity of penaì practices as they are
determined by social forces, above al I by economic and fiscal
forces. (Rusche and Kirchheimer, 193725)

Among the first to demonstrate and examine forms of penal styles and

practices in part¡cular historical periods (in relation to social,

economic, and pol itical changes), and the related development of penal

ideologies were Rusche and Kirchheimer (1937) in their classic analysis,

Pun i shment and Social Structure. Their theory of punishment, according

to which every socio-economic system of production tends to discover

pun i shments

produc t i on,

which correspond to its part¡cular social relations of

provides the starting point of this discussion.

2:/ PENAL SYSTEI1S: HIST0RICAL AND CLASS SPECIFICITIES

Penal systems are designed to control those classes of individuaìs

who pose a threat to the status quo. Rusche and Kirchheimer assert that

if one considers the actual structure of modern society, the principal

targets of punishment are the underprivi leged social strata. rrPenal ties

must be of such a nature that the ìatter still fear a further decline in

their mode of existence" (tu¡4, 6). The specific form of punishment

corresponds to a specific stage of economic development; enslavement as

a punisment requires a slave economy; prison labour is virtuaì ly
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impossible without manufacture and industry; and a system of monetary

fines for all classes of society requires a money economy. When a given

product i ve system d i sappears, the correspond i ng pun i shments become

inappl icable. Quite simply, transformations in the socio-economic order

must be effected before new penal systems can be incorporated into the

social structure. The "house of correctionrr reached its peak during the

age of mercanti I ism and was intimately related to this stage of

transition from feudal ism to capital ism. The rise of industrial

capïtal ism and the factory system diminished the economic importance of

the sixteenth century houses of correction and, in turn, produced new

forms of penal practice. The transition to modern industrial society

brought wi th i t a free ì abour market and th i s mi nimi zed the economi c

importance of convict ìabour. As inmate labour became less and less

important to production, the choice of penal methods was derived largely

from fiscal considerations. As Scul I (1977) asserts, puñishment systems,

most notably parole and probation, depend heavi ly upon the financial

prerequ i s i tes of the s tate. Th i s has meant attempts to decrease the

costs of punishments, (through decarceration), whi le providing an

ideological camouflage for a community treatment movement which is most

comprehensively understood to be a function of the I'fiscal crisis" of

the state.

The history of penal methods can be divided into several epochs in

which entirely different systems prevailed. For instancer p€tìâiìce and

fines were the only forms of punishment in the early t4iddle Ages (a

system of crueì , corpora I pun i shment and death sentences) , wh i ch i n

turn, made way for prison sentences in the seventeenth century. The
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modern period (as presented in this thesis) is characterized by an

intricate system of imprisonment, fines, and supervised release systems

such as probation and parole. l,that follows will be devoted to a sketch

of the changes in social structure that accompanied various penaì

"reformsrr in these epochs.

The early medieval system of fines and penance corresponded to the

needs of a thinly populated peasant economy. The traditional sociaì

structure of the early l'liddle Ages tended to promote social cohesion and

mitigate sociaì tensions. The possibi I ity of settl ing on free land

hindered any strong social pressure on the lower classes and led to a

relatively even distribution of societyrs wealth. Thus there were few

crimes against property, for a farmer would hardìy take things from his

neighbour which he could produce himseìf at a much lesser cost in

frpsychic expenditures.rrRather, as Rusche and Kirchheimer (1937) state,

crimes were rooted in the primitive stirrings of sexuality and hatred. A

real deterrent at thi s time was the fear of pr ivate revenge by the

injured party. ln order to prevent this situation from degenerating ¡nto

blood feuds and anarchy, society strove for accomodation. Crime was

regarded as a form of war and the goal of legislators was the

reconci I iation of the enemies on the basis of recognized principles

rather than through cr ime rrcontrol'r as one knows ¡ t today. A wel I

balanced system of social dependence supported by rel igious conceptions

that legitimated the establ ished order made formal criminal Iaw

relatively unimportant as a means of preserving the social hierarchy.

During this period, fines and the costs of legal proceedings produced

revenue that somet i mes i nc I uded the offender's conf i scated property.
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Rusche and Kirchheimer believe that the attempt to extract revenue as

part of the administration of justice hras one of the principle factors

in transforming the private system of arbitration into a public system

of centra I i zed author i ty.

ln the late l,liddle Ages, the situation changed. There was a growth

in popuìation, the land was settled and a crowding of the available

living space occured. A radical separation of classes into rich and poor

began, property-less workers drove down wages; and for the first time, a

quasi-capital istic mode of production emerged; armies of beggars, social

unrest and revolts, culminating in the peasant wars resulted. (Poìanyi,

1944) . The nature of cr imi nal i ty was changed; a rapid i ncrease i n

proper ty cr i mes occur and hordes of beggars, th i eves, and robbers

flourish. As a result, the sphere of action of criminaì justice had to

be completeìy altered. lf in the 14¡ddìe Ages fines were preferred over

corporal punishment, now the traditional system of monetary fines had

outì ived its usefulness because these criminals had no possessions with

which they could pay. Gradually traditional punitive methods was

replaced by whippings, muti lation, and ki ì I ings. Later this became a

universal means of punisment, of and protection against the criminal ity

of the gathering crowds of have-nots (Sel len, 1944). "Execution,

mutilation, and flogging were not introduced at one stroke by any sudden

revolutionary changert (Rusche and Ki rchheimer, .l937: l8) . The system of

pun ishment in the I ate l'lidd le Ages ref I ected the f act that there uras no

labour shortage. Wages declined, and the value placed upon human life by

the rul ing cìasses decreased. The system of punishment intensified the

struggle for existence among the poor. Criminologist Han Von Hentig
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(1937) argues that the function of this type of penal system was to

destroy those whom the rul ing el ite considered unfit for society.

The penal system of the late f'liddle Ages did not slow the increase in

crime. But neither was it a mere reflection of human irrationaì ity.
rrBrutal punishments cannot be ascribed simply to the primitive cruelty

of an epoch now vanished. Cruelty itself is a social phenomenon which

can be understood only in terms of the social relationship prevailing in

any given period'r (Rusche and Kirchheimer, 193722Ð .

Around .l700, the conditions of the labour market again changed

fundamentaìly. The suppìy of labour was reduced as a result of the

expansion of trade and new markets. There was an influx of precious

metals from the New Worìd which expanded production and the demand for

labour, and wars and plagues (lbid). A period of noticeable shortage of

workers occurred, worker's wages rose and the standard of Iiving of the

lowest cìass improved considerably. People becamerrvaluable'r and workers

thought twice before putt¡ng their labour at anybody's disposal. As the

ga i ns of the contractors receded and the "economy'r dec I i ned, force

replaced economic incentive. The whole structure was determined by this

effort, and as a consequence of it, the system of mercanti I ism emerges

(lU¡4, 25). From this perspective, ¡t is easy to interpret the well

known fact that until then ¡t had been easy to collect soldiers in

sufficient numbers simply through the rrpropoganda drumrr. But now, they

had to be enlisted with force and trickery because they could find more

favourable conditions outside the mi I itary. ln I ight of this situation

of chronic labour shortage, where everybody's labour was now valuable,

it became (economically) r¡senseless cruelty'r to destroy criminals.
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Confinement to prison succeeds corporal punishment and death sentences;

"humani tar i ani sm¡r repì aces cruel ty, wherever there used to be gal lows,

pr i sons now stand. Th¡s rrhumanitarianism'r was unquestionably prof i table.

Supporting this notion, Scott and Scul I (1978:153) assert, "we cannot

help but see that such institutions placed at the disposal of the state

a large and ready source of cheap labour that could easily be exploited

at exactly the moment in history in which the labour shortage h,as most

acute.tl

Thisrrhumanitaríanrr system of punishment lost its utility when the

lndustr ial Revoìut ion (ttre rel at ive d isplacement of workers by

machines), at the turn of the lSth century, eliminated the scarcity of

workers, and the industrial reserve army came into existence (Rusche and

Kirchheimer 1937t8Ð. The lower classes sank into misery, underbid each

other on the labour market and consequently, compulsory measures lost

their value. Prisons were suddenly no longer profitable. Wages were

high, bringing high gains, but when workers voluntari ìy offered their

ìabour for a minimal existence, it was no longer reasonabìe to pay the

cost of confinement and supervision. The proceeds of prisoners¡ labour

were not even sufficient for the upkeep of the building and the

maintenance of the guards and prisoners. ln the l'1 iddle Ages, the

criminalíty of the pauperized masses rose and the penitentiary no longer

terrorized them. Some advocated the return to medieval methods of

punishment; but it did not material ize because hard earned humanitarian

ideals hindered ¡t and pol it¡cal wisdom kept the rul ing class from

overstraining an already potential ly revolutionary situation with such

an open provocation. Penal punishment became a legacy of a previous
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epoch, but adjusted by necessity to changing needs. lncreasingly,

institutions of forced labour, and penitentiaries became places of pure

torturer suitable to deter even the most hard core criminal (Scott and

Scul I ' 
.|978). Prisoners were insufficiently clothed and were cramped

together . I'Jork , hav i ng become unprof i tab I e, served as tor ture-- I oads of

stone had to be lugged without purpose from one place to another by the

prisoners. The discipline of this routine was reinforced by the

deterrent effeet of beatings. The work of prisoners was no longer a

source of cheap I abour . I mpr i sonment meant more than the mere

deprivation of I iberty; it included pain and utter degradation.

The introduction of sol itary confinement was only an apparent reform.

I t, too, was a puni t ive devi ce wh i ch coul d arouse fear even i n the

hungry and act as a deterrent for people who did not know how to stay

al ive. There is hardly a greater torment than the feel ing of total

dependency and helplessness, of being cut off from al I stimulations and

distractions, which is induced by solitary confinement.0nly in form did

the idea of deterrence differ from the corporal punishments of the

1"1 ¡ddle Ages, but therrconsciencesrrof the reformers could be at peace.

ln soì itary confinement moreoever, they could see, not torture, but the

'rref orm" of the pen i tent iar i es .

As Jankovic (1977) and Rusche and Kirchheimer (1937) srate,

punishment in America, in the nineteenth century, developed differently
in Europe preciseìy because there was a greater demand for workers.

Free land (the seemingly infinite frontier) and industrial development

created a vacuum in the labour market which immigration could not f¡ll.
Everybody who was the ìeast bit useful, could find work; wages were high
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and the possibil¡ties for upward mobility were not closed to any capable

person. The lowest social ly important class was composed of the

unsk i I I ed, recent immi grants, and nat ive workers. For the s i ck and the

weak and those unable to work, pFivate phi lanthropy was enough. The

incidence of crime was low and the form of punishment could take this

i nto account.

As under mercantilism, prisons became very profitabìe places of

production whose main task was to transform criminals through edueation,

into rruseful members of society'r, i.e. into industrious workers"

Consequently, reformers were able to make surprising gains--education,

learning of skills, hygiene, indeterminate sentencing, conditional

pardons, and separate treatment of juveni le deì inquents al I had their

starting points here. Also scientific organizations investigated the

individual and social causes of crime and method of crime controì

through welfare and prevention.

0nly when the situation improved somewhat in Europe, when the

pressure of mass unemployment which had weighed so heavily on the labour

market since the lndustriaì Revolution slowly subsided, when

unemployment as a phenomenon disappeared, when social welfare lessened

the misery of the helpless and, therefore, the rates of criminality went

down considerably, was the American example slowly and hesitatingly,

followed, more perhaps, in theory than in practice. The development, for

example, of effective aid for released prisoners in the period before

the r^rar was mot ivated by the scarc i ty of agr i cu ì tura I I abour and

employers' wi I I ingness to accept any labour force provided that they

contented themselves with sufficiently low urages (Sel len, .l944) . Thus

I'i Iìi
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there was an urgent demand for vagabonds and criminals as wel I as

forei gners.

After the war, whén there was chronic unemployment, a breakdown of

the labour market was avoided by unemployment assistance. VJages and the

standard of I iving did not sink as low as they would have in an

unregulated economy. Even those who dropped out of the production

process were assured of sat i sfy i ng thei r most immed i ate needs and

general ly' they did not need to become criminals. Consequently the

penal system was saved from its traditional task, (which it had to

perform several times in its history), because of the regular supply of

food. criminal ity did not rise above its pre-war level. As a result,

penal reforms which began even before the war did not have to be given

uP, but were partially continued, as a result of the favourable

pol i ticaì cl imate.

Rusche and Kirchheimer do not postulate a theory which attempts to

explain twentieth century penal development, Ert least not to the same

degree that they do for the earlier periods. Their lack of a clear and

concrete extension of their theory to cover this century can be

attributed to the scope of Rusche's originaì program, which spanned the

period from the breakdown of feudaì ism to ìaissez-faire capital ism.

However, h i stor i cal documentation I i ke Rusche and Ki rchheimer's ì ends

credence to the theory that penal practices are closely alligned to the

social structural organization of a particular society.

Another historical work that gives val idity to the relationship

between pol icies and reforms and the social structure,/economic order is

the work of Pivan and Cìoward (1971), in Regulatinq the Poor--The
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Functions of Public Welfare. Although Pivan and Clowardrs work extends

to programmes of publ ic rel ief, they contend that any publ ic pol icy is

best understood in terms of the utility it has for the larger economic

order and political base of which it is a part. Their thesis suggests

that basic changes or reform in society are initiated or promulgated

during the occasional outbreaks of civi I disorder produced by mass

unemployment and are then abol i shed or contracted when pol i ticat

stabi I i ty is restored. They conclude that pol i tical disorder and the

deterioration of social control result in social change; however, they

perceive the main and underlying causes of such dissent as being the

pol iticaì-economic relationships of society. ln other words, reì ief

pol icies ì ike penal pol icies are I iberal or restrictive depending on the

problems of regulation in the larger society with which government must

contend (Pivan and Cloward, 197 l: l3) .

Wi I I ¡am Chambl iss' analysis of the law of vagrancy demonstrates the

relationship between particular laws and the social setting in which

these laws emerge, are interpreted, and take form. Vagrancy statutes

emerged as a result of changes in parts of the social structure in

England in 1349. The prime mover for this legislation was the Black

Death which struck Engìand, decimating its labour force. There is little

question that these statutes were designed for one purpose: to force

labourers to accept employment at a low uJage in order to insure the

ìandowner an adequate supply of labour at a price he could afford to

pay. Five years later, in 1353, the punishment of death was applied to

the crime of vagrancy. During this period the focal point of the

vagrancy statues became a concern for the control of felons and was no
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longer primari ly concerned with the movement of labourers. These

statutory changes had a d i rect response to changes tak i ng pl ace i n

England's social structure during this period. Feudal ism was decaying

rapidly and concommitant with the breakup of feudalism was an increased

emphasis upon commerce and industry. The commercial emphasis in England

at the turn of the l4th century was of particular importanbe to the

development of vagrancy laws. W¡th commercial ism came considerable

traffic, bearing vaìuable items. Such a situation calìed for the

development of new laws which would faci I itate the control of persons

preying upon merchants transporting goods. The vagrancy statutes !.rere

created in order to fulfill such a purpose. Chamblissr analysis of the

vagrancy laws therefore, indicated that when changed conditions create a

perceived need for legal changes, âlterations would be affected through

the revi s i on and re-focus i ng of ex i st i ng statutes.

Rothmanrs (1890) historical sketch of the American Progressive

movements suggests some conv i nc i ng arguments that adm i n i strat i ve

expediency and convenience have often become the major forces behind

reform pol icies. His analysis indicates that reform principles are often

conveni ent I y taken up by the var i ous organ i zat i ona I components of the

penal system to further their own interests. Rothman argues that the

only major opposition to the introduction of probation and parole, apart

from the prisoners themselves, was the pol ice. The pol ice found the

whole exercise demoral izing and denigrative of their crime fighting

efforts. The fact that probationers and parolees were usual ly supervised

by probat i on and parol e off i cers and not the poì i ce meant that the

pol ice were losing control over these people. The loss of control,
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eventual ly, was more apparent than real. Probation and parole officers

were carrying such heavy caseloads that the revocation rates brere

general ly low, with the majority of revocations occuring after the

probationers or parolees had been arrested on a new charge. The fact

that offenders were allowed to roam the streets has arguably been an

important justification for the expansion of pol ice personnel and

resources. ln an indirect way thenr probation and parole served the

organizational interests of of the pol ice as wel L

Another example Rothman cites is indeterminate sentencing.

lndeterminate sentencing was unabashedìy supported by wardens of penal

institutions because it increased their discretionary prerogatives by

giving them power to influence inmates' reìease time. Probation was

viewed as a h/ay of extending the discretionary authority of the

judiciary and was therefore supported by judges, who tended to use

probation as an alternative to the suspended sentence. Probation and

parole made the prosecutor's jobs easier to carry out, allowing them

more room to bargain for guilty pleas on the assumption that most peopìe

would rather suffer the inconvenience of probation than risk

i ncarcerat i on.

¿39 sur4¡rARY

There is a vigourous effort to reduce the penal institutions to the

pìace of last rather than first resort. This new social pol icy,

decarceration, has already had a considerable impact. the sixties and

seventies have witnessed the expansion of communi ty correctional

centres, halfway homes, work release programmes and use of parole and
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probation on an entirely novel scale and in historical ly unprecedented

ways. The obvious question is: why has all this been happening?

The voluminous I iterature on community corrections rarely gives this

question of origins more than passing notice since ¡t is typicaìly more

concerned to propagandize on behalf of the policy to decarcerate than to

analyze the social foundations of this change in penal practices and

styles. Chapter two has critically examined the standard accounts of why

decarceration is taking place. Such accounts are shown to rest on the

claim that social science has demonstrated that prisons and

penitentiaries are costly, brutal and general ly counterproductive

methods of deaì ing wth lawbreakers; whi le measured in recidivism rates,

community based alternatives for ìess money provides greater success in

coping with the criminally rrdeviantr'. Chapter two demonstrates that

this far-reaching change in social control styles and practices can be

explained both more completely and more parsimoniously by reference to

deep rooted structural pressures which are greatly intensified by the

fiscal crisis--a crisis engendered by advanced capital ism'! need to

social ize more and more of the costs of production--the welfare system

itself being one aspect of this process of socialization of costs. The

historical materials as presented by Rusche and Kirchheimer, Pivan and

Cloward, and William Chambliss reinforces this central insight by

demonstrating in general how shifts in penal styles and practices and,

more specifical ly, the staters receptivity in the modern era to

decarcerate, can be traced back to fundamental transformations in the

pol i tical/economic organizations of the wider social systems in which

they are embedded.
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Radical criminology theory argues that the shift in social control

styìes and practices must be viewed as dependent upon, and a reflection

of, the structural pressures (¡n particular, the fiscal crisis) to

curtai I sharply the costly system of segregative control once welfare

payments make available a viable alternative to the management of

offenders in an institution. Further, it suggests, that the emergence

and pers i stence of efforts to curta i I expend i tures for control of

"probl emrr popul at i ons occurred at a t ime when generaì weì fare
:

expendi tures in the form of a wide range of communi ty cdrrectional

alternatives and programmes were expanding rapidly. lts essential thesis

is that the expansion of the welfare budget made it possible and even

necessary to reduce other forms of state expend i tures.

The focus of attention is the post second world l.lar years, and

particularly the period of the late sixties and early seventies, since

this was the period of the ful I consol idation of the modern "welfare

state.r' Significantly, this period also witnessed a tremendous

expansion in welfare, crime control and other social control

expenditures along with a corresponding growth in the ideological

commitment to community aìternatives to incarceration.

The research design for examination and testing of scull's
propositions for period wi I I be discussed in this chapter. The research

setting, selection and operational ization of the var iables, data

\7
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sources' and methodological problems with institutional data and

criminal correctional statist¡cs in measuring the variables wi I I also be

exam i ned .

f: l RESEARCH SETTINc

To empirical ly determine whether or not the trend to decarcerate is

correlated h,ith the grourth of welfare expenditures, it is necessary to

examine several sources of information on incarceration/ decarceration

rates from approximatel y 1950- 1976. The present study combi nes

information and data from the federal government publ ications of

Statistics Canada: Justice Statistics Division, Statistics of Criminal

and 0ther 0ffenses, and Correctional lnstitution Statistics; Federal

llánagement Data, Nat i ona I I ncome and Expend i ture Accounts , and Federa I

Government F i nance. The sources of data and i nformat i on on

incarceration/decarceration rates include statistics on:

l) Convictions by Sentence 0ffences Punishable on Summary gffenses

1957 - 1972

2) Persons convicted and sentenced on indictable offenses lr9|3-1973

3) Provincial and federal parole statistics 1959-1978

4) Adult prisoners per IOO,OOO popularion 1955-1977

Ð Population of, Admissions to, and Reìeases from Canadian

Peni tentiaries 1955-1978

6) Criminal Justice Expenditures--Federaì Government 1962-1978

The sources of information and data on welfare expenditures, government

revenues, government expenditures, etc. include the statistics on:

1) The Growth of Government Spending in Canada 19\7-1977

2) The Reaì Growth of Government Spending in Canada 19\7-1977
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3) þJelfare expenditures as a percentage of Gross National Product

1930-1975

4) Federal Governm"ni O"ficit and Weìfare expenditures lg3}-1g77

Ð Government Expenditures and Revenues, and the Budgets for Social

Welfare and Protection of Persons and Private Property

Since the major focus of this study is therrfiscal crisis" period of

the sixties and early seventies, a brief sketch of Canadian economic and

welfare pol icies and development during this period is in order.r

The end of World War ll in Canada was characterized by the adoption

and implementation of new social welfare pol icies by the state (Herman,

1971). Economic growth was rapid during the years fol lowing the war,

with a particular sharp in the ìevel of economic activity during the

Korean War due to the high ìeveì of demand for Canada¡s raw material

exports. The steady growth and stabi I ity of the economy continued with

only minor dislocations unti I the recession of .l958 when the strong

downturn in the American economy produced a similar effect on Canada.

The slack state of the economy ìasted until 1962 -- a performance which

has been attributed to both the inadequate management of the economy by

the Conservatives under Diefenbaker and to a decl ine in international

r This sketch relies heavily on rrorthodox¡' (whether liberal or
conservative) economic analysis of this period for two reasons: a) it
is not the primary purpose of this thesis to provide a radical
economic analysis of this period in Canadian economic history; b)
government pol icy making is informed by and articuìated in terms of
orthodox theory. This latter point does not make orthodox theoryrrcorrectr', but i t does make i t rel evant to an understand i ng of
perceived pol icy options. A very different approach to economic
analysis is suggested by the fiscal crisis theorist 0'Connor, Gough
and Scull. The strengths and weaknesses of this approaeh will be
examined in Chapter Five.
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demand for the products of canada's resource i ndustr i es (t./¡ I I , 1966) .

However , by 1962, the pace of economic development had begun to

accel erate, and wi th the return to power of the L i bera ì s i n 1963,

economic pol icy became more expansionary. The Economic Counci I of

Canadafs First Annuaì Review in 1965 provided justification for the

cont¡nuation of a pol icy of sustained economic expansion. According to

Wolfe (1977), the success of this policy can be seen in the succession

of large annual increases in the gross national product which Canada

experienced in the mid-sixties as weìl as in the generally low levels of

unemployment. ln the boom period fron 1962 to 1965, profits rose at a

faster rate than b/ages and salaries. However, during the later phase of

the boom' wages began to catch up and to regain the share of national

income which they had held previously. This new development provided the

focus for economic pol icy in the late 60's and set the stage for what

has proven to be the policy concerns of the recent period.

ln the period from 1953 to 1973, the Canadian state also shifted its
emphas is f rom warf are to hrelf are. ln 1960, f or example, old rrdef enserl

functions still accounted for 322 of the federal budget but by ì970 this

share was reduced to 182. Expend i tures were red i rected towards the

expansion or creation of rrwelfare statett programmes such as community

correction centres for rrproblemt¡ populations, education, medical

insurance, health care, old age pensions, etc. The pace of expansion of

state expend i tures on rrsoc i al servi ces'r i n Canada, therefore, i ncreased

markedly during the sixties and seventies. As ¡t did so, the incentives

to accelerate the movement towards decarceration I ikewise intensified.

And it is precisely in this period, according to Scul ì, that the
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momentum to close down institutions and minimize incarceration gathered

strength

ln 1966 the increase in the number of strikes and in the number of

contracts rejected by union members drew national attention to the

increased urgency with which labourrs wage demands were being put

f orward '(.¡am i eson, 1973) , The membersh i p growth i n the trade un ion

movement increased to more than 500,000 between l!64 and l168 in marked

contrast to the labour movement's relatively static growth from the mid-

fifties to 1964. The increased strength which the labour movement drew

from this growth intersected the dynamic growth of the economy to lay

the basis for a significant increase in ìabour income and a marked shift
in the share of national income going to wages and salaries (Jamieson,

197Ð. The increased determination with which unions bargained in the

latter part of the decade is reflected both in the significant wage

gains which they made and in the record number of man days lost due to

strikes in l166 and again in 1969 (Canada-Department of Labour, þboul
0rqan i zat i on i n canada, 1975, The I abour movement demonstrated

throughout this conjuncture of economic growth that it was prepared to

press the claims of its members for a larger share in the country's

increased economic prosperity. This self-confident orientation of the

labour movement represented an important new factor in the Canadian

economy (!'Jolfe, 1977). The mil itancy of organized labour in .its approach

to bargaining had a profound influence on government th¡nking with

respect to the goals of economic pol icy.

Labour's new aggressiveness in pressing its wage demands was regarded

with some dismay and discomfort by government policy makers charged with
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the respons¡bil¡ty for ensuring that economic growth continued at a

fairly strong pace. lloreover, the increasing rate of inflation, from 1.8

percent in ì964 to 4.0 in 1968, became a source of growing concern to

the government. Accordingly the government attempted to cut back

slightly in the overall ìevel of demand by employing a more restrictive

fiscaì and monetary policy in 1966 and 1967. The government attempted to

reduce the budgetary deficits by increasing taxes and restricting growth

in publ iclsocial expenditures.

There is I ¡ttle doubt that cutbacks in spending have dramatical ly

affected human service and sociaì control programmes in Canada. Bergeron

(197Ð examined spending on such programs in Canada between lJ62 and

1976. He found that, beginning in the earìy seventies, rrspending on

sociaì programs in relation to both total government spending and the

gross national product hàd decreased" (tU¡4, page ì/). ln Saskatchewan,

Riches (197Ð examined provincial government expenditures on social

service and social control programs from .l966 to 1977. He contends that

the. expectations of increased expenditures, common in the ìate 1960's

and early l97O' s, were displaced by a cl imate of restraint characterized

chiefly by a t¡ghter rationing of resources.

The correctional pol icies of the ì950's in Canada were characterized

by the emergence of a number of new penoìogical systems focusing on the

provision of services or as alternatives to imprisonment. Two of these

systems, parole and probation, grew into substant¡al services during the

earìy 1960's. ln order to iìluminate the conceptualization of parole and

probation, a brief historical note on the development and origins of

each is required.
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f:2 PAROLE

Paroìe is a well-recognized procedure which is designed to be a step in

the reformation and rehabilitation of a person who has been convicted of

an offence and, âs a resuìt, is undergoing imprisonment. lt is a

procedure whereby an inmate in an institution may be released, before

the expiration of his sentence, so that he may serve the balance of his

sentence at large in society, but under appropriate social restraints

designed to ensure, as far as possible, that he will lead a law abiding

I ife. I t is a transitional step between cìose confinement in an

institution and absoìute freedom in society. The sanction that is

imposed for failure to live up to the conditions that govern the release

is the return of the inmate to an institution (Canada, Department of

Justice, Committee Appointed to lnquire into the Principle and

Procedures Fol lowed ln the Remission Service of the Department of

Just i ce of Canada Fateux B-epo.f-!, Ottawa, Queen' s Pr i nter , 1956) . Wh i le

the concept of parole is not essent¡ally one of clemancy, there is no

question'that the original parole practices were reìated to clemency

since there historical roots are found in the exercise of the ancient

Royal Prerogative of Hercy. From the earl iest times in Canada, some

prisoners were released from custody through the Royal Prerogative of

f,tercy which rested with the Governor General. Practice advanced in the

direction of parole when the Ticket of Leave Act was introduced into

parì iament in 1898 and passed the next year.

Prior to this time, convicts were released from custody before the

expiration of their sentences by order of the Governor General (upon the

advice of a l'1¡n¡ster of the Crown) as an expression of the Royal
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Prerogat ive of l'lercy. W¡ th the pass i ng of the T i cket of Leave Act i n

1899, provision was made for the conditional release of inmates for the

next sixty years. Conditional I ¡beration was viewed as a method of

br i dg i ng the gap between the control and restra i nts of i nst i tut i onaì

I ife and the freedom and responsibi I ities of community I ife.

ln the period following the procìamation of the Ticket of Leave Act,

it was difficult to provide supervision to parolees dispersed across a

sparsely settled country. Supervision of parolees was I imited to their

monthly reporting to the local police. As a result, the early years were

marked by a conservative pol icy with respect to the granting of Ticket

of Leave.

Not unl ike the si tuation today, in the mid-twenties the government

came under attack for what was considered too I iberal a pol icy in the

granting of Tickets of Leave. This ìed to a reorganization and a more

clear-cut formulation of the pol icy governing Tickets of Leave. During

the depression years there was an increase in prison populationst"which

resulted in pressure either to build more prisons or to grant more

Tickets of Leave. G¡ven the financial considerations at this time, the

latter option was chosen.2 Fol lowing the depression, special Tickets of

Leave h,ere granted to offenders so that they might join the armed forces

to fight in World War I l, or to work in the war industries.

It is generally estimated that the cost of keeping an offender on
parole is one tenth that of keeping the person in a penitentiary.
This figure does not include the capital cost associated with new
prison construction. Kent lnstitution, a maximum security penitentiary
which !{as opened in British Coìumbia in 1979, cost approximately
S90,000 per cel I to construct. (Criffith, Klein, Verdun-Jones, l98O)

2
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The immediate post-war years were characterized by a considerable

development in social services general ly, and new resources both with¡n

and outside the institutions enabled a greater use of Tickets of Leave.

The John Howard and El izabeth Fry Societies, as wel I as the Salvation

Army, expanded and developed their services and an increasing number of

after-care agencies were organized and became active in this field" ln

1957, the Remission Service regarded Tickets of Leave less as an

exercise in clemency and more as a means of providing a supervised

period of readjustment in the community. ln 1953, the l4inister of

Justice appointed a'rCommittee to lnquire into the Principles and

Procedures Fol lowed in the Remission Service of the Department of

Justice of Canada." This Committee, under the chairmanship of Justice

Gerald Fateux of the Supreme Court of Canada, in 1956, recommended the

enacting of ìegislation to create a National Parole Board. At the same

time the Remission Service became the National Paroìe Services. These

recommendations were implemented on February 15, '1959, with the

Proclamation of the Parole Act (Chapter 38 of the Statues of Canada

1958) which provided for the federal system presentìy in operation in

Canada .

f:f PR0BATI0N

Probation is defined as a disposition of the court whereby an offender

is released to the community on a tentative basis subject to specified

conditions, under the supervision of a probation officer (or someone

serving as a probation officer), and I iable to recal I by the court for

alternatíve disposition if the offender does not abide by the conditions
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of his probation. Provision for probation in Canada is set out in

Section 638 of the Criminal Code as folìows

VJhere an accused is convicted of an offence and no previous
conviction is proved against him, and it appears to the court
that convicts him that hears an appeal that, having regard to
his age, character, and antecedents, to the nature of the
offence and to any extenuat i ng c i rcumstances surround i ng the
commission of the offence it is expedient that the accused be
released on probation, the court may, except where a minimum
punishment is prescribed by law, instead of sentencing him to
punisment suspend the passing of sentence and direct that he
be reìeased upon entering into a recognizance with or without
suret i es.

Trac i ng the growth and devel opment of probat i on suggests to

speculation that probation as it exists today is not the product of a

consc i ous, I i near devel opment. Probat i on i n Canada has been

characterized by a slow and uneven development. ln canada,. adult

probation apparently began with judges directing the reìease of certain

offenders on recognizance rather than imposing sentence. The procedure,

though not legal, h,as general ly accepted. (Sheridan and Konrad,

1976225Ð ln 1899, however, this procedure received statutory and legal

recognition with the passing of the rrAct to Permit the Conditional

Release of First Offenders" in certain cases, which al lowed judges to

suspend the passing of sentence and place an offender on "probation of

good conduct.r' This Act, later to be inserted in the criminal Code,

provided strict and I imited provisions as to when sentence could be

suspended and did not provide for a genuine form of probation inasmuch

as no mention was made of supervision whi ìe the person was under a

suspended sentence. Probation did not truly emerge unti I '1921, when the

Criminaì Code was amended to allow the offender to report to any officer

the court might designate, thus legally recognizing that there was
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vaìue supervising those released on suspended sentence. This amendment

was the cataìyst for the development of probation services in Canada.

Legislation enabling the development and establishment of probation

servíces was passed in ontario in 1921, Alberta in .l940, B.C. in 1946,

Saskatchewan in l9\9, Nova Scotia in 1954, Hanitoba in 1957, New

Brunswick in 1959, the Yukon in 1964, Newfoundland in 1965, the

Northwest Territories ¡n .l966, 
Quebec in 1967, and Prince Edward lsland

i n 1972"

The uti I ization of probation as an alternative to imprisonment was

also restricted by the spotty development of probation services and

faciìities across Canada. This state of affairs was largely due to the

fact that probation services have traditionally fallen witirin provincial

jurisdiction. According to Konrad and Sheridan (197ç225Ð, the rationale

for this was never clear, nor has there been any case in the appellate

courts to test i ts consti tutional i ty. The federal government has seen

fit to legislate in some areas related to the general f¡eld of the

administration of criminal justice, particularly in relation to

reformatories which are operated by the provinces but it has never seen

fit to legislate directìy on standards of probation that would apply

throughout the country (Coughl in, 1963212). Probation services are

within provincial jurisdiction, and due to the unequal f¡nancial

position of the various provinces and the dearth of federal/provincial

cost sharing agreements, much variation exists in the qual ity of

probation services provided to those involved in the criminal justice

system (Cr ¡ ff i ths, Klei n, Verdun-Jones , 1979) .
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å:!, I'IETHODOLOG I CAL L I14ITATI ONS

The sources of data for this thesis are nearly all federal government

publ ications. The empìoyment of official statistics for criminological

research has seen no shortage of criticism. The fundamental problem in

the use of official statistics is their misappl ication: official

statistics do not serve as a valid base for theories regarding the crime

problem or criminal behaviour, nor as a rel iable measure of the actual

incidence of crime.

The process of administration of criminal law is a discretionary one

with a number of stages during which an individual can be phased out

and/or further processed. At each step and in each subsystem of the

criminal justice system (pol ice, courts, corrections) discretion is

appì i ed, thus numerous cont i ngenc i es occur between an offense and i ts

statistical appearance in the officiaì records. Whi le there are many

po¡nts within the criminal justice system where offenders and offences

can exit or "disappearrr, the following ratios are the only ones that can

be considered when using official statisticsi

l) Number of offences reported to pol ice to offences known to pol ice

2) 0ffences known to poì ice to offences cleared otherwise and cleared

by charge

Ð offences cleared by charge to offences brought to court

4) .0ffences brought to court to offences resulting in convictíon.

Ð Offences resulting in conviction to sentencing and offences

resulting in acqu¡ttal. (Connidis, 19792398) .

Whi le most criminologists are aware of the amount of discretion

employed at every stage of the criminal justice system, and whi ìe most
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commentar¡es on cr¡minal behaviour begin with doubts as to the

rel iabi I i ty and val idi ty of official statistics, researchers tend to

present and interpret statistics as though they accurately portray the

actual extent of crime in society (Gitfin, 196\). Despite the

acknowledged shortcomings with official statistics, some theorists,

notably Young, suggest that a rejection of official statistics is

equal ly in error:

The rejection of the statistics absurdìy disquaìifies the new
devi anee theor i st from contr i buti ng to the topi cal and
pol itical ly consequential debate, ãS to the significance of
the crime rate, whether ¡t is rising and in what way. (Young,
197 5z 22)

While such statistics should not be used to study crime and criminal

behaviour per se (as they often are), they can be validly employed to

study official responses to crime. 0fficial statistics, current and

historical, can reveaì the behaviour patterns of those who invent,

modify, and enforce norms (Kitsuse and Cicourel, .1963). Criminal

statistics, trlhile not representing crime, do represent r¡the end result

of the deployment of social control agencies by the powerfulr¡ (young,

1957.87). Rather than employing official statistics as an index of the

actuaì rate of crime, they can be utilized as an. index of social control

operations whereby the official crime rate may be understood as a rate

of social ly recognized deviant behaviour (Black, 1970323Ð .

By shifting the focus of investigation from explaining deviant and

r¡criminal'r behaviour to the reactions of officiaìs in imputing

criminal ity, crime statistics become essential for examining how the

pobrer to ascribe criminality is used. Thus the official rates of prison

i ncarcerat i on/decarcerat i on rates can be seen as " i nd i ces of the
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incidence of certain forms of behaviour" (Kitsuse and Cicourel,

tg63z17).

llost of the official statistics from Statistics Canada are drawn

mainly from three subsystems or stages of the criminal justice

system---pol ice, courts, and corrections. The major difficulty inherent

in the current system of crime and justice statistics is that the data

rel at i ng to these d i fferent stages (pol i ce, courts, correct i ons) cannot

be linked up for evaluative or comparative purposes because they do not

refer to identical time periods or to the same group of offenders. There

are sti I I other shortcomings in official statistics, flowing from such

factors as the lack of uniformity in the matter of counting districts,

units of count, offence categorization, definitions, concepts anA,
:

reporting practices (Connidis, 197Ð. As a result, almost all of thel

crime and justice statistics, incìuding those pubì ished and coì lected by

Statistics Canada are somewhat disjointed and diversified. lt is

therefore considered necessary to provide some insight into the meaning

and nature of official statistics. General criticisms of official

statistics from each subsystem as data sources will be revíewed briefìy;

however, a brief interpretive statement of each statistical subsystem is

also in order"

f:l POLlcE STATISTICS

Statistical information acquired from operational pol ice units provides

a perspective on crime which differs significantly from that provided by

court and correctional data. Police statisticsr oF crimes known to

poìice, are the first level of reporting that states the amount of
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business that officially comes to the attention of the police and how it

is disposed of. The measurement of crime at this level is compl icated

by the number of different counting entities.One can count incidents of

crime, âl leged offenders, Victims, ot the number of violations of the

law. ln order to systematize the col lection and reporting of pol ice

data, the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) programme was adopted in Canada

in 1962, Up to that time there was no uniform pol ice reporting;

therefore, comparabi I ity of data to preceeding years may be misleading.

Stat¡stical information for the monthly Uniform Crime Report to

Statistics Canada is extracted from the dai ìy records of operational

pol ice officers. The fundamental unit of count in UCR data is offences

known or reported to the pol ice. 0ffences, in generaì, are violations of

the law and are counted for each victim. lf one incident involves more

than one specific type of crime, only the most serious one is tabulated

in the UCR programme. The major or most serious crime is determined on

the basis of maximum legal penalties.

This total count of offences represents only those crimes which come

to the attention of the police and does not reflect the total amount of

crime in Canada. The results of victimization surveys indicate that

approximately 2oZ of crimes are reported to pol ice. lt is thus clear

that UCR data is not an accurate measure of alì Canadian crime but of

only that part which comes to the attention of the police.

Actual offences are investigated and evidence is gathered. When the

police feel that they know the identity of at least one of the persons

involved in one offence, information is laid against the person and that

person is thereby formally charged with the offence. From a statisticaì
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point of view, the laying of an lnformation means that at least one

actual offence can be cleared by charge, and this can happen even though

the accused has not been apprehended by pol ice. There is no simple

relationship between the number of offences cleared by charge and the

number of persons charged, Since a number of offences may be cleared

with the charging of one person and several persons may be charged with

one offence.

Pol ice statistics have been criticized for their neglect for the

nature of crime, their ìack of information on victims, and related

detaiìs of the crime. Despite these shortcomings, criminologists

(C i tt i n, 1976) genera I I y agree that offences recorded at the pol i ce

ìevel are the most reliable indicators of the total voìume of crime.

f:É couRT STATISTICS

Court Statistics are the second level of reporting; they report the

courtrs activities, preceedings, charges laid, convictions obtained,

individuals charged and convicted, and appeals. 0fficial statistics

derived from this level are somewhat less accurate and representative

than at the police leveì, Since only a proportion (one who commits the

more ser ious offences) , are usual ly brought to court. The courts,

however, are the first level at which information on the characteristics

of offenders are provided. lnformation about persons convicted of

indictable offences (such as age, sex, marital status, occupation,

residence rural or urban, education, country of birth, rel igious

denomination, and ethnic origin) is provided. For offences punishable on

summary conviction, the only information reported has been the sex of

the offender.
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Changes in court statistics intended to be improvements, have

resulted in discontinuities. ln 19\9, Statist¡cs of Criminaì and Other

0ffences shifted from'rconvictions" to I'persons convictedrras the basic

un i t of report i ng. Compar i sons wi th ear I i er years must be based on

convictions. Whi le individuals may be charged with more than one

offence, only one offence is tabulated for each person represented. This

offence is selected according to the fol lowing criteria:

l. lf the person hras tried on several charges, the offence selected

is that for which proceedings were carried to the furthest stage:

conviction and sentence.

2, lf there are several convictions, the offence selected is that for

wh i ch the heav i est pun i shment was awarded.

3, lf the final result of proceedings on two or more charges was the

same, the offence selected is the most serious one, as measured by

the max i mum pena I ty a I I owed by I aw.

4. lf a person was prosecuted for one offence and convicted of

another (for exampl e, charged wi th murder and convi cted of

manslaughter), the offence selected is the one on which the person

was conv i cted (N i nety-e i qhth Annua ì Report of Stat i st i cs of

Cr_i¡Ui¡aì and Otlet 0f fences, Justice Statistics Division).

This mode of measurement provides a less distorted picture of the

characteristics of offenders but it aìso means means that figures on

character i st i cs pr i or to ì 949 cannot be compared to succeed i ng years

since the number of offences for which charges are laid or convictions

obtained may differ from the number of individuals committing those

offences. Convictions, rather than the count of persons remains the unit
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of tabulation of summary conviction offences. Conviction rates reflect

not only the actual scope of criminal acts but also the att¡tude of the

pubì ic toward unlawful behaviour as wel I as varying methods of law

enforcement in different areas.

Changes and improvements in coìlecting and processing source data may

also affect the êomparabi I ity of court statistics between years.

ldentical standards of technical adequacy cannot be assumed when

considering series which cover a long period of time. tl¡th court

stat i st i cs the f i gures reported do not represent, by any means, the

total number of offences nor the total number of offenders. They relate

only to offences which have been prosecuted. There are offences which

are known only to the offender; aside from the offender, others are

known only to those victims who do not want to report them. Furthermore,

of those known to law enforcement or other sociaì agencies, only a

port¡on is prosecuted. However, time series analysis of crime based on

court statistics can be made without knowing the actual amount of crime

or the real number of offenders on the controversial assumption that the

proportion of recorded offences (offenders) in the unknown whole remains

fai rly constant and that the proportion of prosecuted offences

(offenders) i n the tota I number of known offences (offenders) a I so

remains fairly stable (Zay, 1965¿63Ð.
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f,:/ C0RRECTI0N STATISTIcS

Correction statistics represents a col lection of data on the sociaì

characteristics and the legaì aspects relating to persons incarcerated

in provincial and federal adult correctional institut¡ons. lnformation

concerning population movements, admission, releases, profi les of the

population, social characteristics and judiciaì information on persons

incarcerated is provided by correction statistics. Here we wi I I rely

mostly upon correctional data and statistics suppl ied by the Justice

Statistical D¡vision of Statistics Canada, Canadian Penitentiary

Services, National Parole Services, and the l,linistry of the Sol icitor

General. ln order to elucidate the reasons for this choice, a few

comments on the nature of correction statistics are in order.

The division between federal and provincial penal institutions is

such that persons sentenced to serve terms of less than two years are

sent to provincial prisons while those serving two years or more go to

federal penitentiaries. Federal inmates are initial Iy classified on the

basis of whether they beìong in a minimum, medium or maximum security

ìevel institution. 0nce housed in an institution, however, inmates may

subsequently be transferred to one at a different security leveì.

lnmates may also be transferred between federal and provinciaì

institutions. lt should be noted that due to the federal/provincial

agreements there are exchanges of prisoners regardless of the sentence

received. Those transferred to federal penitentiaries are generally

difficult behavioral cases. Those transferred to provincial

institutions are generally those who it is felt wouìd profit from ìess

restrictive institutional ization. Thus the population in correctional

systems may reflect this situation.
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As with al I statistical 
.systems 

which are primarily administrative in

nature, certain problems arise when one wishes to use the correctional

data base for non-administrative purposes. Statistical reports not

essential to day-to-day operations have a tendency to come in late or to

be less than ideally accurate. Since the data base is continually

updated, statistics publ ished by Statistics Canada may not match

precisely with those published reports from the f,linistry of the

Sol icitor General if the tables were generated at different points in

t ime.

The system is further complicated by the existence of two independent

correctional data bases, one for the peni tentiary system, and one for

the parole service. As may wel I be imagined, the numbers generated by

one system do not always match those generated by the other. Thus, for

example, the penitentiaries report releasing 2,553 inmates on mandatory

supervision during l116 whi le the Parole Board reports supervising 2,531

new reìeases. This discrepancy by no means impl ies that 22 convicted

"criminalsrr were ruñning around unsupervised. Sì ight differences in the

units of count or in the reporting time periods almost inevitably arise,

producing sl ight discrepancies in the statist¡cal accounts.

Despite this I imitation, rel iable statistics reported and recorded by

correctional institutions are easier to obtain for reasons specific to

thei r organization (Giffin, 1976:83) . From the weekly population

movement reports and lnmate Record System, a computerized fi le system

initiated by the Canadian Parole Services in 1970, al ìows for the

routine avai labi I ity of general ly accurate statistics.
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å:g C0NCEPTUALTZATt0N ANp 0PERATtONALtZATt0N OF VAR I ABLES

Types of Offences: Statistics relating to charges laid or convictions

obtained arise from two types of offences, namely

i nd i ctabì e offences and from offences pun i shabì e on

summary conviction.

lndictable Offences: The definition of indictable offences is the sole

prerogative of the Federal Parliament of Canada. These are generally the

more serious crimes, for which the penalties prescribed by law are more

severe, extending to I ife imprisonment. ln general, indictable offence

charges are handled in a more complex judicial fashion with a jury

hearing and/or a Prel iminary lnquiry to determine whether the evidence

against the accused, is sufficient to justify a trial. Further, in the
l

case of the more,serious indictable offences, the accused and his

counseì are aì lowed the option of trial by jury (Clark, Barnhorst and

Barnhart, 1977).

Summary Offences: Summary offences are general ly considered to be of a

less serious nature. This perceîved lesser gravity is refìected in the

fact that the max i mum pena I ty assessed upon conv i ct i on of a summary

offence is a jail sentence of six months or a fine of 5500.00 or both.

Further evidence of the lesser gravity of these offences is the fact

that summary offences are handled by the courts i n a rel atively

exped¡ tious fashion and do not involve jury trials. Al I offences

contained within Provincial Statutes and l{unicipal By-Laws are summary

offences. Examples of the former include Provincial Traffic and Liquor

Controì Acts, Fish and Game Regulations, and Social VJelfare Legislation.
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Cr i m i na I Code and Federa I
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Statutes and l'lun i c i pa I By-Laws, the Canad ian

Statutes also contain summary offences.

Tvpes of Sentencinq: lnstitutional ization

Prison/Gaol/lnstitution: These interchangeable terms are used to denote

custodial locations in which persons serve maximum terms of two years

less a day" Provincial adult correctional institutions comprise

provincial, district, county and municipal jai ls, reformatories,

industrial farms, training and correctional centres. ln addition to

sentenced persons, these i nst i tut i ons house persons hel d on remand

awaiting court appearance, trial or sentencing; persons held awaiting

transfer to another penal institutionr oF persons held awaiting

depor ta t i on .

Penitentiaryz A penitentiary is a federal penal institution housing

persons convicted and sentenced to imprisonment for a period of two

years or more. Persons serving sentences of less than two years may

serve their sentence in a penitentiary by special arrangement through a

federal /prov i nc i al agreement.

Types of Sentencinq: De-institutionaì ization or rD ecarcerat i onl

Suspended Sentence: The court, tiaving regard to the age and character of

the accused, the nature of the offence, and the c i rcumstances

surrounding its commission, ßây suspend the passing of sentence in cases

resulting in conviction" lt is incumbent upon the released person to
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necessari ly involved.
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supervísion is not

Probation: Probation refers to a state of limited or conditional freedom

involving supervision (i.e. the probationer must report regularly to his

probation officer). Probation may be given by the court in any of the

fol lowing situations: l) in conjunction with a suspended sentence 2) as

a condition of conditional discharge l) as a condition to be met

following a fine or sentence of two years or less 4) as a condition to

be met in conjunction with a prison sentence of l0 days or less which is

served intermittently. Probation may not be given if the offence has a

minimum punishment prescribed by law.

Ticket of Leave: All releases granted under the Ticket of Leave Act of
.l899, repealed in ì958, are classified under the heading¡rreleases under

the ticket of leave.rrAccording to the Act of 1899, the Governor General

had the power to grant any convict under sentence of imprisonment in a

penitentiary, jail or other public reformatory prison a license to be at

ìarge in Canada during a portion of his term of imprisonment and upon

specified conditions. Since 1959, these releases have been granted by

the National Parole Board under the Parole Act of 1958.

Parole: The decision whereby an adult inmate of a federal or provincial

correctional institution, after serving a portion of his sentence as

prescr i bed by the Commun i ty Cor rect i ona I Centre and Paro I e Act

regulations, is released conditional ly under supervision to carry out

the remainder of his sentence in the community.



Fine: A fine

pun i shment. A

offence.

rs a sum

f ine is

paid for

imposed as

7o

compensation or for exemption from

punishment for a summary indictable

Government F i nance

Government Revenues: Government revenue i nc I udes I ) proceeds from

taxation and from the sale of goods (including fixed assets) and

services 2) contributions of employers and employees to universal

pension schemes l) contributions of employees and employers (other than

government itself) to the non-trusted pension plans and social insurance

programs operated by government 4) receipts in respect of privi leges,

I icenses, permits, fines and penalties 5) transfers from other ìevels of

government 6) return on i nvestments.

Government Expenditures: Government expenditure encompasses al I outlays

made or to be made in the acquisition of goods and services and in the

provision of services including transfers to other ìevels of government.

It includes outlays made or to be made to acquire capital assets, but

excludes payments to retire outstanding indebtedness; it also excludes

loans, advances and other investments (Statistics Canada, The Canadian

Svstem of Government F inance l,lanagement Stat ist ics) .

Social Welfare: Social welfare includes the Universal Pension Plan,0ld

Age Security, Veteranrs Benefits, Unemployment lnsurance, Family-

Al lowances, l{orkman's Compensation, Assi stance to disabled, handicapped,

unemployed, and other needy individuals.



Protection of Persons and Property: Protection of persons and

includes National Defence, Courts of Law, Correctional

F i ref i ght i ng Servi ces and Regul atory Servi ces.
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proper ty

Serv i ces ,

Q¡C: Decarcerative options in the disposition of adjudged

are displacing incarcerative options.

jz9 HYPOTH ES E S

0n the basis of Scull's analysis of the decarceration movement, a number

of general hypotheses concerning community alternatives in Canada can be

made.

Hypothes i s

criminals

This hypothesis will be tested through an

sub-hypotheses. Over the past few decades:

a) The rate of adult prisoners per 100,000

Hypothes i s Two: Decarcerat i ve opt i ons

criminals are temporally associated with

on the criminal justice system.

examination of the following

has decl ined

pr i soners

i n Canada.

in Canadianb) The stand i ng popul at i on of adul t

pen i tent i ar i es has dec I i ned.

c) The ratio of admissions to reìeases from

dec I i ned.

Canad i an peni tent i ar i es has

d) There has been a decreas i ng rel i ance upon impr i sonment i n

penitentiaries and gaols in the disposition of adjudged criminals.

e) There has been an increasing rel iance upon suspended sentences with

or without probation in the disposition of adjudged criminaìs.

f) There has been an increase in the percentage of provincial and

federal parole grants in relation to parole appl ications.

in the disposition of adjudged

reduced government expenditures
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Hypothesis Three: Once the truth of hypothesis one has been establ ished

(wholly or in part), it can be hypothesized, in accordance with Scull's

theory, that the increased use of decarcerative options wi I I occur

during a period of rapid growth of welfare expenditures.

Hypothes i s Four: Once the truth of hypothesis one has been establ ished

(wholly or in part), it can be hypothesized, in accordance with Scullrs

theory, that the period of increased use of decarcerative options was

also marked by increasing governmental fiscal difficulties, a trend

toward more deficits and fewer surpluses, and towards an inflation of

the state budget.



CHAPTER FOUR

This chapter wi I I present the results of the confrontation between

the hypothesis developed at the end of the preceding chapter and certain

empiricaì facts pertaining to the incarceration/decarceration of

adjudged criminals, the growth of the criminal justice system, the

expansion of the modern welfare state, and the fiscal health of the

state over the past thi rty years. This confrontation wi I I provide a

rrtestil of Scul I rs bas i c theory onl y gp to g poi nt, for reasons wh i ch

will be developed in Chapter Five. Nevertheless, the empirical analysis

presented below is indispensable to the elaboration of a tighter and

richer set of queries, hypotheses and prel iminary theses concerning the

trend towards decarceration and its relationship to both the welfare

state and therrf iscal crisis."

The data was derived from both publ ished and unpubl ished sources. ln

order to correct for the inherent weaknesses and inadequacies of federal

government data pub l i cat i ons, some use of such rel evant stud i es as B i rd

(1970), Bird et al. (197Ð, and Demers (1980) has also been necessary.

Although the choice of indicators has been severely I imited by the

availability, comparability, and continuity of data (see Chapter 3), it

is bel ieved that a sketeh of some geReral trends does emerge from the

analysis. V'lherever possible, sources, appropriate qualif ications, and

restrictions upon data (al ì of which must be taken ¡nto account when

interpreting the data) wi I I be presented. When graphical presentations
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of the data are made, percentage figures with the raw (absolute) data,

as well as the increase in rate for each category percentaged against

the total increase, will be shown wherever ¡t is deemed appropriate.

Where statistical anaìysis cal ìed for determining the direction and

strength of the variable relationships and associations, I inear

regression analysis and Pearsonrs product moment correlation coefficient

(r) have been used.3

!:'l THE EXTENT AND ll4PACT 0F DECARCERATI!N: THE EVALUATI0N 0F HYPOTHESIS
ONE

adj udged

lf, as Scuìl (1977) argues, there has been a rapid and dramatic drain

of the problem population from our prisons and penitentiaries due to the

persistence and expansion of community alternatives, it makes sense to

3 Linear regression and Pearsonrs product moment correìation coefficient
(r) is a parametric statistical measure of association used for
interval level variables. These correìation coefficients indicate the
degree to which variation or change in one variable is related to
variation in another and also summarizes the strength of asociation
between a pair of variables. Linear regression, the most common type
of regression analysis gives a simple summary of the relationship
between interval ìevel variabìes. Pearson's product moment
correlation coefficient measures the rrgoodness of f¡t" of the
regress ion I i ne. S i nce the concern i s wi th strength of the
relationship rather than the direction of the relationship, r-square
is used throughout the analysis. R-square measure the proportion of
the total variation in one variable that is associated with or
explained by the other.
rrD ispl ac ingrr i n th is context does not ref er to rrreplac ingrr or rras a
subst i tute of", but as a rrsh i ftrr or "move" from i ncarcerat i ve
measures. D i spl acement of i ncarcerative practi ces can occur r^ri theC!
rep I acement .

rrDecarcerat ive opt ions
criminaìs are displacinga

in the disposition of
i ncarcerat i ve opt i ons. I'

4
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begin with the simple question: are there fewer people in prison today?

Scul I's (1977:46 Table 3-l) data on the U.S. prisoner population and

prisoner rate per IO,OOO people, l95O-1g71, (see fa¡le l) shows a small

decl i ne i n the rate; however he has neglected to exami ne the rapid

upturn in the seventies (Calahan,l978). Iloreover, ¡t is by no means

clear that the counts in state and federal prisons actually reflect the

number of offenders i ncarcerated i n the un i ted States. Loca I I y

administered jai ìs, detention centres, and reform schools or other

i nst i tut i ons may have compensated for some or a I I of the apparent

decrease. Lermon (197Ð has demonstrated that during this period, local

adminstrations urere encouraged by state and federaì governments to

retain offenders in local jurisdictions. Thus decreases in one part of

the system may have been compensated for by increases in others. ln any

case, if decreases did occur during the 'l960's, they were short-l ived.

By the early l970rs, prison utilization figures had reached their former

levels and recently the American Correctional Association (1980)

reported that numbers in state and federal institutions had reached an

all time high for the fifth consecutive year. This increase in rates of

imprisonment is now widely recognized (Lermon, 1975; ì980; Rutherford

and Benger, 1976t Pablon, 1978; l,lessinger , 1976) .

To what extent, then, does the Canad i an exper i ence suppor t Scu I I I s

contention that the rate of incarceration has been decl ining? This

question brings us to the consideration of sub-hypothesis A: rrThe rate

of adult prisoners per ì00,000 has decl ined in Canada.rr An examination

of Table 2 and Figure I reveals some support for this proposition. The

totaì (combined provincial and federal) rate reached its peak in 1963
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and then generally declined until 197\i between 1975 to .1977 however, it

dramaticalIy shot up to the same Ievels as in the 1960's. llith some

qual ifications (uncertainties concerning the significance of the 1975 to
.l977 period) therefore, it appears that there has been a downward trend

in the rate of incarceration. When the total rate is disaggregated into

its federal and provincial components, the fol lowing resuìts are

obtained. The provincial rate of adult prisoners per ì00,000 begins to

decl ine in .l964, reaching its lowest point in 1973 (a regression

coefficient of -0.66 was derived. lt can be surmised from the decl ine

of the provincial rate from 1964 to 1973 that a pol icy existed to

decarcerate less serious offenders. The I inear trend for the provincial

rate is statistical ly significant at the p<.01 level, with the

regression I ine explaining 4ì% of the variation. The slope of the

regression I ine is downward (a regression coefficient of -0,66), i.e.

the relationship is negative, with the provincial rate decreasing over

t i me. As for the federa l rate of adu l t pr i soners per 1 00,000

population, over the same period there is no decrease. ln fact the

trend I ine shows an increase from l97l on. The federal rate increased

from 35..l in 1955 to 40.l in 1979, an increase of l4? over the 2! year

period. There is a positive direction in the relationship between the

rate of adult prisoners per ì00,000 population and unit of time with a

positive regression coefficient of .20.

lf one takes the period from ì!!! to .l966 as the'rpre-fiscal period'l

and the period from .l966 to 1977 as the ilfiscal crisis periodrr,s the

For the purposes of this anaìysis only, rrpre-f iscalil and'rf iscalrl
periods are whol ly arbitrary and subjective divisions. A more
detailed discussion of this issue, therrfiscal crisis", can be found
in the analysis of Hypothesis Four (page 85) .
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fol lowi ng resul ts emerge. The average annual total rate of

incarcerat¡on prior to the period of fiscal crisis was 99.13; in the

fiscal crisis period, this decl ines to 87.0. The average annual

provincial rate of incarceration in the first period was 62.8; in the

second period, this decl ines to 52.8. The average annual federal rate

of incarceration in the first'period was 36.3; i.n the second period,

this increases very sl ightly to 36.99

0verall (and with only a few minor qualifications), it may be

concluded from the data analysis that sub-hypothesis A holds to a Iarge

degree.

Before turning to a discussion of sub-hypotheses B and C, an

examination of the coì lection procedures for admissíons and releases, as

wel I as population counts, is in order.

Population counts reflect calender year-end figures rather than

yearly averages. The admission and release data refer to the number of

administrative actions taken rather than the number of separate

individuaìs admitted or release. For example, one person admitted,

released and re-admitted within the same year, would generate data

entries of two admissions and one release. The registered population

counts differ from the actual body count (which is taken daily) in that

it excludes temporary detainees--those who have violated conditions of

release and are being held pending a decision to formally re-admit them

or not. The registered population counts, unl ike the body counts, also

include persons who are on day parole, have escapedr oF have.been

transferred to provinciaì institutions but who remain the administrative

responsibility of the federal government.
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Hav i ng exam i ned the d i rect i on of the rate of

incarceration/decarceration (sub-hypothesis A), it is important to

establ ish next whether or not the absolute size of the adult standing

prison population has risen or declined.6 Unfortunately, data on

provincial institutions is neither readi ly avai labìe nor comparabìe to

the admissions/releases data avai ìable for the federal penitentiaries.

This makes sub-hypothesis B more difficult to analyze than sub-

hypothesis A. Since only federaì data have been employed in the

analysis of rrBrr, the conclusions emergíng from this analysis are

necessari ly less compel I ing (particularly in view of. the discrepancies

between provincial and federaì trends with respect to rrArr).

Sub-hypothes i s B states: rrThe standing population of adult prisoners

in Canadian penitentiaries has decì ined." An examination of Table 3 and

Figure 2 reveaìs no support for this proposi tion. The registered

penitentiary population cl imbed steadìy from 1970 to 1973, dropped

suddenly in 197\, then cl imbed to a high point of 9376 in 1976, The

1970 t0 1976 increase was 30%. lf the period from 1956 to 1978 is

divided into two discreet periods, pre-fiscal crisis and fiscal crisis

once aga i n, then the fo I ì ow i ng resu ì ts appear . The average annua I

penitentiary population during the pre-fiscal crisis period was 65\7; in

the fiscal crisis period, this rose to 8210. Obviousìy these results do

not support sub-hypothesis B.

6 The population at the end of a given year is found by taking the
population at the end of the previous year, adding the admissions
during the year and subtracting the releases (the relationship may not
be mathematical ly exact because of sl ippages in the counts).
Obviously, fewer admissions and more releases lead to a smal ler
peni tentiary population, whi le the converse ìeads to larger one.
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The 302 bui ld-up in penitentiary population over the period studied

can be attributed, not just to an increasing ìevel of admissions, nor to

an decreasing level of releases, but rather to the general trend for

admissions to outnumber releases.

This brings us to the consideration of sub-hypothesis C, which

states: rrThe ratio of admissions to releases has decl ined.rr Between

1970 and 1976, admissions totalled approximately 29,8O0, while releases

total led approximately 27,000--a net difference of almost 3,000. Except

for a low point in l97l+, admissions have remained fairly constant,

between 4,200 and 4,500 per year over the same period. Releases have

varied more than admissions, ranging from 3,400 to 4,100. The trend

I ines in Figure 2 fol ìow a generaì ly upward incl ine, with some minor

differences between the two counts from year to year. The r-square of

admissions is .82, p<.000.l; the r-square of releases .78, p<.000ì.

General ly the number of releases tends to be lower than the number of

admissions. A substantial drop in releases relative to admissions in

l)J2 and l$/J resulted in a stéep rise in the population.

lf one caìculates the ratio of admissions to releases on an average

annual basis and anaìyzes these ratios within the pre-fiscal crisis

period and fiscal crisis periods (1955 to 1966 and 1967 to 1978,

respectively), the fol lowing results are obtained. During the prefiscal

crisis period, the average annual ratio of admissions to releases is

1.00; during the fiscal crisis period, the ratio rises slightly to 1.04.

0n the basis of the data analyzed, one can find no support for sub-

hypothes i s C.
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An alternative method of determining the extent of decarceration is

to exami ne the pattern of sentence d i spos i t ions i n the courts. Sub-

hypothesis D states that: rrThere has been a decreasing reì iance on

imprisonment in penitentiaries and gaols in the disposition of adjudged

criminals.rr Data pertaining to this proposition are to be found in

Tables 4 and 5, and in Figures 3 and 4.? The conclusions emerging from

the analysis of this data are differentiated with respect to

imprisonment in gaols (punishment on summary offences) and imprisonment

in penitentiaries (punishment on indictabìe offences). With respect to

the disposition of adjudged criminals convicted of summary offences,

there has been an increasing reliance on imprisonment in gaoìs. With

respect to the disposition of ,adjudged criminals conv¡cted of indictabìe
ìoffences, ãul opposite trend: is manifest: a decreasing reliance on

imprisonment in penitentiaries. This second trend is, from the point of

view of sub-hypothesis D, far more significant than the first, in view

of the fact that the percentage of persons convicted on summary offences

and subsequently imprisoned has aìways been far lower than for persons

convicted and imprisoned on indictable offences.

The I inear trend with respect to the institutional ization of

offenders convicted of indictabìe offences is statistical ly significant:

r-square=.6/, p<.0001 .

Table 4 shows the sentence dispositions of person convicted of
indictable offences from 1953 to 1972. Unti I 1948, the basis of the
statistics on indictable crime was the offence, and figures for number
of persons convicted are not avai lable on a satisfactory basis. Even
after 1949, some duplications existed in the data based on number of
persons convícted. ln 1953 revised processing methods eliminated some
dupl ication. Any comparisons prior to 1953 must therefore be based on
convictions.
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It is also evident from the analysis of Table 4 that the most

significant decl ine in the imprisonment in penitentiaries of those

convicted on indictable offences occurs after the onsèt of the fiscal

crisis period (1966 to 1972, in Table 4). All of these results tend to

strongly support sub-hypothesis D, at least with respect to the trend

for imprisonment in penitentiaries.

A further analysis of Tables 4 and 5 provides the basis for the

eval uat ion of sub-h.ypo!_b_e_Sj_s E, wh ich state: "There has been an

increasing reliance on suspended sentences (with or without probation)

in the dispostion of adjudged criminals.rr The conclusions emerging from

the analysis of the data are similar for those convicted on Ooth "utt"ry
and indictable offences; there is an increase in the percentage of

suspended sentences relative to both convictions on summary offences and

person convicted on indictable offences. The I inear trend towards

suspension with probation is statistical ly significant with respect to

indictabìe offences; r-square =.80, P<,01. l.l¡th respect to summary

offences, suspended sentences wi th and wi thout probat i on, have

exper i enced an i ncrease. The r-square for suspended sentences wi th

probation is statisticalìy significant at .71, p<.0001; the r-square for

suspended sentences wíthout probation is also statistical ly significant

at.8l, p<.000ì. From Figures 3 and 4, this increase in the usage of

suspended sentences can be projected beyond 1975.

Once again, if one differentiates the total period studied into pre-

fiscal crisis and fiscal-crisis periods, interesting results can be

obtained. ì,J¡th respect to indictabìe offences, the average annual

percentage of suspended sentences (with or without probation) was 25.7%
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during the first period; this increases substantial ly to 32,32 in the

later period. With respect to summary offences, the average annuaì

percentage of suspended sentences (with or without probation) was l.5Z

during the first period, almost doubl ing to 3.0ì% in the later period.

These results stongly support sub-hypothesis E.

The final proposition to be examined is sub-hypothesis F, which

states: rrThere has been an increase in the percentage of provincial and

federal parole grants in relation to al I parole appl ications.rr ln the

area of parole, Table 6 inaicates that the period from 1968 to t!/O saw

the highest percentage of federal parole grants (relative to

appl ications). The highest percentage of provincial parole grants

(relative to applications) occurred a year later, 1969 to .l971. 1967 to

1968 saw the greatest percentage increase (.l9%) in federaì parole

grants; 1970 not only saw the greatest number of both provincial and

federal appl ications for parole, but the greatest number of paroles

grantedi 6\Z federal ly and JO% provincial ly. Again, the greatest

percentage of provincial paroles granted occured a year later--a l\Z

increase between 1968 and \969. Figure g shows an increasing trend in

the number of provi nc i al parol es and federal parol es granted over the

per i od 1957 to 1978.

lf the fami I iar distinction betv¡een pre-fiscal crisis and fiscal-

crisis periods is introduced, the trend with respect to parole grants

becomes even more distinct. During the pre-fiscal crisis period (1959

to ì966), the average annual percentage of paroles granted relative to

appl ications was 3\.82 federal ly and 41.2 provincial ly. During the

fiscal-crisis period, (1967 to .l978) these figures increased to \6.42

and 53.82 respectively.
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Overal l, the data analysis strongly supports sub-hypothesis F.

0n the basis of the conclusions arising from the analysis of sub-

hypothesis A through F, there appears to be substantial empirical

support for Hypothesis One, which states, I'Decarcerative options in the

disposition of adjudged criminals are displacing incarcerative options.r'

Only sub-hypothesis B and C have been refuted, and neither is crucial to

the essential argument suggested by Hypothesis One.

!:2 IHq RATE 0F GROWTH 0F cRl14lNAL JUSTICE EXPENDITURES; EVALUATING
HYPOTHES IS TI,JO

"Decarcerative options in the disposition of
criminals are temporal ly associated with reduced
expenditures on the criminal justice system.rl

adj udged
gove r nmen t

Having establ ished that there has been a trend evident since the mid-

1960rs towards the displacement of incarcerative options with

decarcerative options in the disposition of adjudged criminals, it now

becomes necessary to determine to what extent this trend is temporal ly

associated with a decl ine in criminal justice system expenditures. One

of Scull's central contentions is that the fundamental purpose of the

decarceration policy is to reduce the costs of maintaining this system.

Tabìe 7 and Figure 6 provide the data necessary for an examination of

this hypothesis. Upon initiaì examination of Table 7, it appears that

there has been a spectacular and very dramatic increase in the overal I

level of criminal justice expenditures. From fiscal year 1961 to 1962

to fiscal year 1977 Io 1978, total expenditures rose from approximately

8O mi ì I ion dol lars to 944 mi I I ion doì lars, almost a twelve-fold

i ncrease.
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This initial impression is, however, seriously undermined upon

further exami nat i on and ref I ect i on. I f total expend i tures are converted

to constant dollars (1971 dollars=$.l.00), the rise in expenditures

appears less impressive: from tl0 million in l96l to l96Z to 508 million

in 1977 to 78, less than a five-fold increase. iloreover, once this

conversion is made, it is evident that there have been year to year

decl ines in absolute expenditures on the criminal justice system; such

declines occurred from fiscal year 1967 to 1968 to fiscal year 1968 to

1969 ( a slight decline of less than Sl m¡llion) and from fiscal year

1975 to 1976 to fiscal year 1976 to 1977 ( a decline of $14 million, or

approximately 3Ð .

For the purpose of evaìuat ing Hypothes i s tr^/o, however , i t is

insuff icient to look at the trend in absoìute expenditures (whether on a

currrent dol lar or constant dol lar basis). A much more important

variable to examine is the rate of growth of government expenditures on

the criminal justice system, on a year to year basis. With respect to

the rate of growth of these expenditures, the trend is clear, especially

when one compares the fiscal crisis period with the pre-fiscal crisis

period. There is a clearìy discernible downward trend in the rate of

growth of criminal justice expenditures when one examines the year to

year changes in constant dol lars. The pre-fiscal crisis period (1961 to

1966) saw an average annual. rate of growth of 1\,\2, compared with an

8.82 average annual rate of growth for the fiscal crisis period

(1966-78)

The conclusions emerging from this analysis tend to strongly support

Hypothesis two, not of course in any 'rabsoìuterr sense, but clearly and
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the trend in theunequivocal ly on the far more important question of

rate of growth of cr imi nal justi ce expendi tures.

!:f DECARCERAT I 0N AND THE !,IELFARE STATE: THE EVALUAT I ON OF HYPOTHES I S

THRE E

"0nce the truth of Hypothesis One has been establ ished (whol ly
or in part), it can be hypothesized, in accordance with
Scu I I ' s theory, that the i ncreased use of decarcerat i ve
options wi I I occur during a period of rapid growth in welfare
expenditures""

Data for the evaluation of this proposition are to be found in Table

I and 9 and in Figures 7 and 8. Even a cursory examination of these

tables and figures disclose an unmistakable trend towards spiral I ing

welfare expenditures as a percentage of Gross National Product over the

entire period from 1933 to 1976. This inflation of social weìfare

expenditures is part¡cularly noticeable after 1966 (tfre ¡eginning of the

fiscal crisis period). Welfare expenditures remained relatively stable

throughout the .l945 to ]965 period, ranging from J.O% of GNP to \.7?ó.

From 1966 to 1976, however, wêìfare expenditure rose sharply and

consistently on a year to year basis, ranging from a low of 4.9? in 1966

to a hish of 9.32 in 1976

It has already been established that the post 1166 period saw an

increasing trend towards the displacement of incarcerative options with

decarcerative options (Hypothesis One) . lt can therefore be concluded

that the increased use of.decarcerative options occurred during a period

of rapid growth of welfare expenditures. Hypothesis Three is confirmed,
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4:4 DECARCERATION. AND THE FISCAL CRISIS OF THE STATE: EVALUAT I NG

HYPOTHES I S FOUR

rrOnce the truth of Hypothes i s One has been estab I i shed,
(wholly or in part), it can be hypothesized, in accordance

wi th Scul I ¡s theory, that the per iod of i ncreased use of
decarcerative options is also marked by increasing
governmental fiscal d¡fficulties, more specifical ly, a trend
toward more deficits and fewer surpìuses, and towards an
inflation of the state budget.rl

There is a real difficulty in determining empirically (not to mention

theoretically) the content and extent of 0'Connor and Scullrs concept of

the rrf iscal crisis of the state.rr Neither 0rConnor nor Scuìl provide a

clear conceptual definition, although a number of indicators of such a

cr i s i s are suggested by them. I n one pl ace, 0'Connor construes the

fiscal crisis as a tendency for state expenditures to increase more

rapidly than the means of financing them, and in another, as simply

'rinfìation of the state budget." ( A crit¡que of certain aspects of

0fConnor's theory is undertaken in Chapter Ð.

0rConnor essentially defines the fiscal crisis as the tendency for

state expenditures to increase more rapidly than the means of financing

them. Throughout the 60's, especial ly the late l960's, the fiscal

crisis was particularly acute. One method of measuring the effect of

the fiscal crisis of the state is to measure the imbalance of government

surpìuses and defici ts over the years. Some caution, however, must be

exercised in the interpretation of these figures. Government surplus or

def i c i t, reached by subtract i ng total government expend i tures from tota I

government revenues may not be the most reliable or valid indicator of a

fiscal crisis. Formally they measure the government sectorrs net
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lending tor oF borrowing from, other sectors. Government surplus or

deficit indicates in any specified year whether the government sector

has been a net contributor to or a net user of funds for the finance of

i nvestment.

The fiscal crisis can be explained in terms of one or more of the

fol lowi ng:

a) level and/or incidence of taxation;

b) level and distribution of government spending;

c) inflationary effects of deficit financing, or the existence of

deficits at all;

d) the size or terms of borrowing from finance capital ists (Loxley,

I 982) .

It is generally acknowledged that both the ìeveì and incidence of

taxation have been rising since 1966 (proìiferation of sales taxes;

increases in tobacco, alcohol, and gasol ine taxes; etc.) . I t is also

well known that governments have been relying increasingly on bank ìoans

to finance their budgets, and that the interest rates payable on bank

loans have been generally higher in the post ì$66 period than in the

pre-l!66 period.

The surpìus or deficit in any year signifies whether the government

i s or i ented toward restra i nt (as i nd i cated by surpl us) or toward

expansion (as indicated by a deficit). However, since surplus qr

deficit not only affects the ìevel of economic activity, but is also

affected by it, year to year variations from surpìus to deficit, or vice

versa, ffiây simply refìectrrthe fact the economic slack is surging (or

decreasing) in the economy, leading to larger (or smaller) short falls

in government revenue col lections" (Statistics Canada, 1975:189-190) .
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annual estimates of government surplus or defici t

of government in Canada during the period 1930 to

e estimates are traced from Statistics Canada,

Review, which I ists National lncome and Expenditure

Accounts as the original source of these figures. The growth of

government deficits appears to be evident at the federal levels. ln

Figure 9, the federal deficit is displayed graphical ly with its

corresponding level of welfare expenditure (as a percentage of GNP) .

The increase in federal welfare expenditure during the post-war period

doesn' t seem to be correl ated to any f i xed pattern of surpl us or

deficit, although the federal deficit has grown dramaticalìy since 197\.

ln terms of magnitude the federal deficit, approaching 7.5 bilìion

dol lars i n 1977, i s equivalent to about l7Z of i ts totaì current

expenditure (Statistics Canada, Canadian Statistical Review, 1978). ln

contrast, the largest provincial deficit, 1.3 bi I I ion in 1976, is only

about \% of total current expenditure. This implies that the deficit

situation at the federal level is far more serious, especiaì ly since it

does not seem to exhibit any reversal trend.

Demers, Bird et. al. have demonstrated that the rise in federal

expenditures can be attributed to the increase in transfer payments (see

Table l2). As a percentage of GNP, transfer payments have increased

from 10.6 ? in l96l to 18.6% in 1977, white exhausrive spending has

actually declined from 22.0? to 21.\Z in the same period. The majority

of these transfer payments i s used for rri ncome red i str i but i onrr purposes

such as old age security payments, famiìy allowances, unemployment

insurance benefits, etc. When al I government expenditure is analyzed by
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function (see Table 9) it is marked by a significant increase in the

proportion of resources aì located to social weìfare activities, with its

share of total budget reaching l/3 in the seventies.

It seems reasonable to conclude in I ight of the aforementioned

documentation that the growth and rise of the federal deficit is related

to the increase in payments by the federal government to maintain or

expand its social weìfare role. Two important points should be noted.

First, the fiscaì crisis period in Canada becomes obvious in the

seventies, in comparison with the United Statesr situation where chronic

deficits began in the sixties (attributable to the war in Vietnam)

(Janowitz, 1976250) .

S i nce the decarcerat i on movement ga i ned momentum pr i or to the

rrcrisis" proper, it is difficult to sustain the argument that the crisis

as such (as distinct from fiscal considerations) pressured the state to

develop a pol icy of decarceration. Secondly, although welfare spending

appears to be related to government expenditures, both could have been

(and probably were) tire result of a common "cause"--i.e. the overal l

poor economic situation which resulted in growing unemployment,

inflation, high costs of borrowing, etc.. Generaìly,it is difficult to

determine and analyze the causal sequence of these variables.

ln I ight of the foregoing analysis, it is clear that the period of

increased use of decarcerative options is marked by an onset of a state

fiscal crisis, if this crisis is defined in terms ofrrinflation of the

state budgetrr and I arger and more f requent budgetary def i c i ts . Thus ,

Hypothesis Four is confirmed.
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l+:l SUI'I¡IARY

The analysis of the data provided in the chapter tends to support,

for the most part, the essential theses elaborated by Scul I concerning

the decarceration trend and its relationship to both the emergence of

the welfare state and the fiscal crisis. Al ì four hypotheses, derived

from Scul lrs account, have stood the teét of a confrontation with the

empirical facts of the Canadian experience. Some. qual ifications are

Revertheless in order. Two of the six sub-hypotheses (B anA C) of

Hypothesis One, which deals with the extent and impact of decarceration,

were not supported by the empirical analysis. Decarcerative options may

be displacing incarcerative options, but they are doing so at a much

slower rate and in a much more subtìe way than Scul I suggests. The

results of the analysis does not in any way suggest any evidence that

decarcerat¡ve options are replaci nq i ncarcerative ones.

l.loreover, the extent to which decarceration is associated with the

emergence of a state fiscaì crisis is cal led into question by the

results of Hypothesis Four, which indicate that the fiscaì crisis of the

Canadian state developed somewhat later than in the United States. The

decarcerative trend becomes apparent in Canada beginning in the mid-

sixties; however, the fiscal crisis appears to develop only in the early

l970rs. Fiscal considerations may therefore explain the origins of the

decarceration trend only up to a point. While it has been shown that

Scul I 's f i scal structural account of decarceration has a very real

plausibility (and likely explains a great deal about the phenomenon), it

would nevertheless appear to be necessary to examine this account with a

view to criticizing its weaknesses and disclosing the limitations of its

expl anatory power .
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The preceeding chapter provides some grounds for questioning certain

aspects of Scullrs analysis of the structural basis of the decarceration

movement. ln his theoretical framework of directly articulation state

control efforts with the structural features of contemporary capital ism,

Scul I concludes that the the movement to decarcerate fundamental ly

reflects the pressure to rel ieve the costs of segregative control in

response to a growing I'f iscal crisis of the state.rr While Scull's work

is often ilìuminating (and even refreshing in contrast to much of the

I iberaì rhetoric on the subject) , and whi ìe his effort to ground the

decarceration pol icy historical ly in relation to the changing needs,

requ i rements , and prob I ems of the cap i ta I i st economy represents an

original and valuable contribution to a fieìd which has too rarely been

subjected to an historicaì-material ist inquiry,the fact remains that his

account of "community alternatives" to incarceration evinces serious

s hor tcom í ngs and def i c i enc i es .

This chapter will seek, in light of the findings reported in the last

chapter, as wel I as alternative theoretical considerations, to disclose

the limitations of Scull's analysis, with the empirical evidence of the

Canadian experience; and to outl ine some suggestions for further

research in the area.

9r
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5: I THEORET I cAL SHORTCOi4 I NGS 0F SCULL ' S THEORY

Since Scul lrs explanation of the decarceration pol icy is predicated

largely on an uncr¡ticaì appropriation of theses developed by the

tffiscal cr¡s¡s theoristsrr 0'Connor (.|973) and Gough (lglS), it is

entirely appropriate to begin with a consideration of Scull s

interpretation and application of these theses, and then to proceed to a

brief critical examination of the fiscal crisis theory itself .

of 0rConnor s fiscal crisisGough prov i des the fo I I ow i ng summary

theory:

The growing social ization of production necessitates greater
state i ntervent i on to ensure pr i vate accumu I at i on and
profitabiìity; hence social capital expenditures on roads,
education, research and development, etc. This stimulates the
development of productive capacity, notably in the monopoly
sector of the economy, but demand for its products rises ìess
fast bringing about tendencies to surpìus capacity and surplus
population. This in turn generates a further round of social
expe-D_geg designed to generate demand but not add to capacíty;
surplus capital necessitates military expenditure and the
surplus population requires an expansion of state functions in
welfare relief, etc. The result is a two-fold growth of stated
expenditures on indirectly productive social capital and on
unproductive warfare-welfare expenses. This growth tends to
be a structural gap between state reVenue and expenditurer oF

a fiscal crisis of the state.

Critical to Scul I s anaìysis is 0 Connor s concept of rrsocial

,'expenses", a Category wh i ch subsumes not onl y state expend i tures

designed to 'tgenerate demand,rrbut also expenditures indispensable to

the reproduction of the existing social relations. 0 Connor argues

that:

the category, social @.9., consists of projects and
services which are required to maintain social harmony to
fulfi I I the state s legitimization function. They are not
even indirectly productive. The best example is the welfare
system, which is designed chiefìy to keep social peace among

unemployed workers . (197327)
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With¡n 0'Connorrs conceptual framework, it is appropriate to subsume

expend i tures rel ated to the ma i ntenance of the rrsoc i al control

apparatusrr under the rubric of social expenses as wel l, even though in

l'larxist terms, this apparatus would have more to do with the repressive

function of the state than wi th i ts legi timization function. 0rConnor

and Goughrs fai lure to clearly distinguish between the state's

repressive and legitimization functions (which reflects a theoretical

adaptation to a conjuncture of relative class peace) is unfortunately

overlooked by Scull, even though the focus of his own work is precisely

on the impact of the growth of the welfare state (a legitimization

function) on the apparatus of social control (its repressive or, if you

wi l l, its ildeviance-containmentrr function). lmpì icitly at least, Scul l

!

conflates the "legi timization" and "repreisive" functions of the modern

capitaì ist state within a single project of social control and social

harmony maintenance. This theoretical ly problematic conflation is

reflected in his non-specific definition (broader than 0'Connorrs) of

the I'dual function" of social welfare in modern capitalism which states:

substantial proportion of weìfare expenditure for heaìth,
housing, education, and the I ike--represents a form of social
investment, directly or indirectly raising the productivity of
a given amount of labour .0n the other hand, outlays on
social welfare represeRt I'social expenses", that is, services
required to maintain social harmony. (19772137)

The theoreticaÌ import of Scull¡s account of the decarceration

poì icy, abstracting momentari ly from its purported relationship to the

fiscal crisis of the state, is that it impl ies the ascendence of the

capital ist staters legitimization function over its directly repressive

function. I n effect, Scul I argues that the prol i feration of state

wel fare functions creates the "structural I' condi tions for the staters
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decreasing rel iance on the traditional apparatus of social control (in

particular, insti tutions of incarceration for the rrmad and the bad") .

ln other words, the carrot replaces the stick. Within I imits, this

thesis has a certain plausibility; social welfare, as defined by Scull,

ensures not only a 'rsafety netrr for the surplus population but also

access to those rrsociaì investmentstr---health, education, and

housi ng---made avai lable by the state to i ncrease the productivi ty of

the working population" Just as education, health and adequate shelter

serve to increase the self-d¡scipì ine, contentment, and morale of

workers, it is reasonabìe to assume that these sociaì investments will

have a simi lar effect on those most prone to mentaì i I lness or

susceptible to the allure of criminal activitiy. l'loreover, it is also

reasonable to assume that, within I imits, direct welfare payments at a

leveì close to subsistence may enable the state to "cope with the

problems posed by the growing class of economically redundant and

superfluous people" (¡bidi137) and serve as an alternative to the social

maintenance of deviant populations in prisons or asylums.

A major problem with Scull's approach, however, is that he fails to

def i ne the I imi ts of soc i al wel fare i n contemporary capi tal i st

societies. lnstead, he impressionistical ly assumes that the trade-off

between social welfare (including the welfare-oriented agencies of

social control) and the more tradi tionaì social control apparatus wi I I

continue to accrue to the formerrs advantage. VJelfare displaces

punishment; rei ntegration displaces segregation; pacif ication displaces

overt repress i on.
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ln terms of rrsocial expenses",legitimization takes priority over

repress i on, and we I fare payments take pr i or i ty over the tota I

insiitution. The problem is that Scul I provides no conclusive

theoretical grounds for his premise that this particular prioritization,

irrespective of the vicissitudes of the fiscal health of the state or of

the general condition of the economy, will continue to obtain.

l,loreover, he fails to rigorously disclose the contradictions of state

fiscal pol icy--contradictions reflecting the reìative autonomy of the

specific functions of the state (including the class, bureaucratic and

professional interests that they directly or indirectly represent), as

wel I as those reflecting the staters relationship to the economic

structure as a whole. lf, as 0'Connor maintains, the capital ist state

must rrtry to fulf¡ I I two basic and mutual ly contradictory functions,

accumulation and ìeqitimization,rr (.|97326), it must also maintain a

balance between the often confl icting demands of its social weìfare and

punitive repressive functions. The determinants of that balance are

both structural and conjunctural; the issue is whether or not Scull has

m i staken a con i unctura I trend (apparent, for a certain period, in the

U.S. and Britain) for a deep-going "structural" change in the policy and

or i entat i on of the state.

It is important to bear in mind that James 0'Connor published his

study of The Fiscal Crisis of the State in 1973--that is, before the

international recession of 197\-75, not to mention the recession of the

early 1980's. Since that time, the general dislocations of the world

capital ist economy and the pressures towards austerity measures on the

part of governments have increased enormously. Rising unemployment,
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pers¡stent inflation, and volati le pol itical cl imates have significantly

reduced the staters abi I ity to contain the anger and frustration which

disrupt social harmony and breed deviance. At the same time, economic

conditions have not only deepened the staters fiscal crisis, but they

have also led to increasing cutbacks in al I kinds of social welfare

expenditure (Uottr direct welfare payments and Scull's 'tsocial

investmentrr expenditures). These cutbacks have not always been of an

absolute character (unemployment insurance payments, for example, have

obviously increased dramatical ly over the past ten years); the fact

remains, however, that state social weìfare pol icies have not been able

to maintain the same quality of life that they once did. The limits of

soc i al wel fare (both as a soc i al i nvestment and as an i nstrument of

legitimization, not to mention as a means of social control) are

necessari ly determined by the over-al I condition of the economy in any

given period; however, the need to maintain social harmony and order,

and to contain deviance, is a constant task of the state. ¡ronically,

the most significant chal lenge to decarceration (and, inter aì ia, to

Scuìl's thesis) has emerged from the i ntens i f i cat i on of the stater s

fiscaì crisis. The quantitative and quaì itative decì ine of state-

sponsored social welfare programs, provoked by a deteriorating economic

cì imate and renewed concerns about the impact of growi ng state

expendi ture on pr ivate capi tal i st accumul ation, has made these programs

less and Iess a viablerralternative'¡ to the traditional social control

apparatus.

At the same time, it is important to avo¡d the overly economistic

pitfall into which Scull has stumbled. l,/hile the f iscal crisis of the
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state i mposes constra i nts on a I I types of state expend i tures, state

poì icy"-including fiscal pol icy--is not a direct and automatic

reflection of economic conditions alone; it is also determined by the

balance of cìass forces, the relative influence of particular

bureaucratic and professional interest groups, and, more general ly, by

political alignments and climate.

Underlying Scullrs account of decarceration (tne Aisplacement of the

puni tive-repressive function of the state by i ts welfare legi timati tive

function) is an altogether too lîteral and one-sided interpretation of

0'Connor¡s notion of the rrsocial ization of production" in contemporary

capital ism. The objective sociaì ization of labor and the

col lectivization of certain social overhead costs by the state is

unquestionably a signi ficant tendency of modern capi taì ism. I t remains,

however, only a tendency, one which is advanced or retarded by an

ensemb I e of structura I factors and contrad i ctory tendenc i es of

capi tal ist development. VJhi le state col lectivization of the social

overhead costs of the capi tal i st order represents an attempt to

amel iorate certain basic contradictions of the system (in Harxist terms,

by reducing class confl ict and enhancing the social productivity of

labor), this process can at the same time contribute to a decline in the

rate of profit and become a barrier to the private accumulation of

capital. Having rationalized and centralized the tasks invoìved in

reproducing the social order, the capital ist state has also acquired a

relative autonomy from the cìass of capital ists who privately

appropriate surplus-value. But one of the I imits to this relative

autonomy is the continued and necessary interdependence of the state and
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the "private sectorrr in any capital ist social formation. The staters

ability to carry out its functions rests on its ability to finance them.

Since it can uìtimately finance them only through taxation, this reduces

the (potential) level of surplus-value avai lable for private

accumuìation. lf the state deals with its fiscal crisis by increasing

taxation, the accumulation process is slowed and the rate of profit

falls, preparing a crisis which not only reduces state revenues but also

creates conditit¡ons requiring an increasing response to the social

dislocations engendered (unempìoyment, social unrest, increased crime,

etc). Under such conditions, the baìance of repressive and legitimation

functions may well swing to repression-- a rrharder. I iner', including

increasing rel iance on traditional methods of social (and crime)

control.

0rConnor's theory of the fiscal crisis of the state is itself

problematic, quite apart from Scul lrs particular interpretation and

appl ication of it to the probìem of decarceration. 0rConnor's theory

represents an attempt to extend the underconsumptionist analysis of

capitaìist deveìopment elaborated by Baran and Sweezy (1967) to the

specific area of state fiscaì pol icy. 0rConnor's under-consumptionist

theory of crisis has important impl ications for his over-al I theory,

since it essential ly underestimates the destabi I izing impact of growing

state expenditures on the underlying capital ist economic structure. ln

near-Keynesian fashion, his theory explains the growth of the state in

terms of the need to maintain effective demand, or in Baran and Sweezyrs

terms, tortabsorb the surpìus.rr (ffris is most striking in 0'Connorrs

treatment of the role of armament expenditures.) I'lhile Gough criticizes
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the underconsumptionist theory of crisis which informs 0rConnorrs

analysis, his own neo-Ricardian approach ìeads him into equal ly

important errors (for example, the cìassification of state employees as

'rindirectly productiveil of surplus value).

Scullrs failure to expose the critical limitations of 0'Connorrs and

Gough respective theories of fiscal crisis, prevents him from

uncovering, in all their richness, the contradictory tendencies of

modern capi tal i sm wh i ch have determi ned and wi I I conti nue to determi ne

the vicissitudes of the decarceration policy. ln fairness to Scull,

however, it should be noted that hisrrfiscal structuralil explanation of

the decarceration pol icy, together with the scope of that pol icy, was

never intended to apply with equal force to the two problem populations

he studied---the "mad and the bad."

I shall argue that with the coming of the welfare state,
segregative modes of sociaì control become, in relative terms,
far more costly and difficult to justify. This is
particularly cìear in the case of the group we have given most
attention to, the mental ly disturbed, who were formerly
confined in ilmonasteries of the mad'r. Noninstitutional
approaches are less immediately palabìe when, instead ofrrsickrr people, their object is criminals and delinquents.
(Scul I , 1977:135) .

For the reasons suggested by Scull, it is not surprising that the

decarceration of the criminal is a ìess obvious (one might say

rrabsoluterr) phenomenon than the decarceration of the mentally ill. lt

therefore finds expression in more subtle ways: not through a closing

down of prisons and an absolute drop in prison populations, but through

the disposition of at least some criminal offenders in ways

(decarcerative) di fferent from those employed in the past

( i ncarcerat i ve) .
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It is also important to note that the credibi I ity of Scul lrs fiscal

structural account of decarceration is strengthened by the observation

that the establishment of rralternative community facilities'r for the

surveillance andrrservicing'of the mentally ¡ll has not proven to be a

necessary condition for their decarceration. ln Canada, where the

community mental health system has never been as extensive as those in

Britain and the United States, the trend towards the decreasing reliance

on mental hospitals in the disposit¡on of the mentally ilì has been just

as obvious as in those countries, as the following table illustrates:

Res ident Popu I at ion of l,lenta I Hosp i ta I s

Over Selected Years

Britain u.s Canada

1955 I 46, ooo 1955 558,000 1965 \9,\71

I 960 132,2OO 1960 535,OOO 1967 \3,825

1965 r 36,200 tg65 \75,2oO 1969 38,26t+

1970 I 03 ,000 1970 339, oo0 tg73 26,860

197\ 215,600 1975 23,898

Source: Scull , 1977 Source: Scul l, 1977 Source: f'lenta I

Hea ì th Stat i st i cs;

Statistics Canada,

1975
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ln Canada, the trend towards the decarceration of the mentally ¡ll

may be viewed as a process relatively independent of the success of an

establ ished community mental health system in providing a ieal

therapeutic alternative to mental hospitals. V\,hile the pervasiveness of

the community mental health ideology may have encouraged this trend, it

is apparent that fiscal considerations--- and not the availability of a

wel l-establ ished community alternative to the asylum--provide the most

I ikeìy explanation for the dramatic decl ine in mental hospital

populations and for the closing of many of these institutions.

ln contrast to this situation, the last decade has witnessed the

opening of some neu, penitentiaries in Canada and an absolute increase in

the standing prison popuìation. The decarceration poì icy with respect

to the rrbadrr is obviously not so dramatic as it is for therrmad."

!: ? SCULLIS THEORY, THE CANAD I AN EXPER I ENCE, N FURTHER THEORET I CAL

REFLECÏIONS

The data conta i ned i n Chapter Four i nd i cate: a) that the federal -

provincial aduìt prison population is today at an al l-time high in

Canada; b)that the number of releases tend to be lower than the number

of admissions, except for a. few years; c)that there is at the same time,

an increased use of non-institutional forms of punishment, and that the

number of people coming under the purview of various I'alternative'l

programmes tends to be increasing; and d) that government expenditure on

'crime/offender control has been rapi dl y i ncreas i ng over the I ast two

decades.

These findings would appear to support the argument made by some

opponents of deearceration that rrdiversionrr, rrhalf-way housesrrr and
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other pol ¡ c i es and programmes assoc i ated wi th decarcerat i on represent a

mere 'rsupplement'r to the traditional social control apparatus, and not

at all a real alternative to incarceration.s But this would be too hasty

a judgement. To refute Scul lrs basic thesis, ít would be necessary to

prove that decarcerat i on pol i c i es have not enab I ed the state and i ts

social control apparatus to slow the rate of incarceration relative to

what it miqht have been in the absence of such polici.es and to reduce

state expenditures on crine/offender control relative to what it might

have been ¡f the traditional control apparatus had not been

"supplementedil by the new programmes and pol icies. The findings of this

study provide no definitive grounds for such a conclusion. 0n the

contrary, the decì ining ratio of prison admissions to convictions

suggests that both prison popuìation and the costs of maintaining the

prison system wouìd have expanded much more rapidly if the decarceration

pol icy had not been in place. lloreover, the increasing costs of the

over-all apparatus of controì over the last two decades are attributable

in large part to factors relatively independent of the vicissitudes of

i ncarcerat i on/ decarcerat i on: popu I at i on growth and an i ncreased

incidence of crime (which, in turn, is promoted by a multipl icity of

changing social and economic conditions). To be sure, the growth of

this apparatus also reflects the organizational and professional success

of the i nterest groups wh i ch make up both the trad i t i onal and

'rinnovative" branches of the apparatus; (pol ice, probation officers,

8 The contrast between the bruta ì i ty of the pr i son and the a I I eged
humanitarianism of community corrections is beside the point, because
the community institution is not used to replace the prisons; instead
the offender i s exposed to both the pr i son and the communi ty
al ternatives. (Greenberg,l975z30)
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social workerso etc.). However it would be difficult to sustain the

thesis that the quantitative expansion of this control apparatus along

the particular I ines that it has concretely evolved, represents a

ual itative increase in its ca pacity to contain criminal deviance, and,

as a corol lary, that the decarcerative al ternative i s onl y a rrcostly

superstructure'r on the incarcerative "baser'. The Éeal situation seems

to be that the alternative is both an expensive addition to, and an

costly effective substitute for, institutionalization: rrexpensiveil

insof ar as it adds gÞsglglstr to the costs of the over-al I controì

apparatus, but cost-effective insofar as it reduces the relative costs

of maintenance/control per offender.

These considerations provide some support for a modified version of

Scullrs thesis as it pertains to the disposition of criminals, though

I ittle support to such rhetorical overstatements as the fol lowing:

For the criminal and the del inquent, community corections has
meant a further erosion of the sanctions imposed on thei r
conduct. Not only are they steadi ly less I ikely to be caught
in the first place, but if they do have the misfortune to be
apprehended and convicted, their chance of receiving a prison
term grows even more remote. lnstead they find themselves
released on probation, 'supervi sed' by men copi ng wi th
caseloads of one or two hundred persons. (Scul I ,197722)

This type of argument detracts from the vaìid thrust of Scuìl's

thesis by conflating tendencies with accomplished facts. lt is

unnecessary to assert (or at least impìy) that prisons are, as it were,

rron the way outr', in order to establ ish the relationship between the

increasing (relative)decarceration of criminal offenders and fiscal

considerations. At the same time, this type of assertive overstatement

tends to complement an account of decarceration which is altogether too

reductionist--an account which exaggerates the importance of fiscal
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considerations to the point of ignoring many .other factors and problems

assoc¡ated with the origins, vicissitudes and impact of decarceration.

It is to these questions that we will now briefly turn.

Scul l's economic reductionism leads him to ignore a substantial body

of I ¡ terature from a var i ety of sources wh i ch suggests that

ideology--and especiaì ly the ideoìogy of humanitarianism--has played an

important role in redefining modes of punishment. As llatthew suggests,

Although we might agree with Scull (and Rusche and Kirchheimer
and Foucault) that humanitarianism is not the primary force
beh i nd chang i ng control pract i ces, i t does not fol I ow that the
ideology of humanitarianism is not significant in explaining
such deveìopments. Platt's study of the Chi ld Savers has
demonstrated the pract i ca I and mater i a I effects of the
adoption of humanitarian phi losophy by sectors of the middle
c ì ass. I deol og i es such as human i tar i an i sm do not descend from
heaven--they have a reaì material basis, and practical
consequences. Humanitarianism in the nineteenth century
played an important part in strengthening the bourgeoisie's
claim to represent the pubì ic good and as a progressive
movement in history. (1979:ll)

ln a simi lar vein, Hagen, (197Ð has demonstrated that the American

probation movement served important symbol ic functions. He interprets

the i ntroduct i on and expans i on of probat i on measures as a ilcoopt i verl

r esponse

contrast

to cu I tura I dev i ance suppor ted by ascend i ng status groups, i n

to the coercive response typified by the Prohibition Era. The

consequence of this strategy was to legitimate American criminal justice

by making the system appear more compassionate -at least rrsymbol ical ly."

It is apparent that a comprehensive analysis of decarceration

requires an account of both structural-economic and pol itical

-ideological inf luences. These inf luences (which are by no means

unrelated) are both relatively autonomous and simultaneously relevant,

although it is certainly true that one may be relatively more important
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when applied to oRe specific stage of the movement and relatively less

important at another juncture.

Further, it is important to bear in mind that the intentions or goals

of a reform movement may well be different from its consequences or

outcome. As Chan and Ericson (1981) suggest, the use of prisons, along

with other forms of segregative control, is influenced by the competing

and often contradictory demands placed on the state in its perpetual

effort to reproduce order, preserve its legitimacy, and satisfy the

demands of the variegated organizations which comprise the control

apparatus. These competing demands frequently result in the

adulteration of the reform poì icy in practice; changes and consequences

fol low which were not intended or even anticipated by the reformrs

initiators.

As Hatthew (197Ð observes, the multipl ication of community

alternatives has failed to significantly reduce the scope of the problem

to which it was directed. 0n the contrary, there are strong indications

that crime (official ly recorded) has multipl ied, ã fact which Scul I

ignores in his analysis. lloreover, the perpetually expanding array of

control devices has given ever-increasing discretionary latitude to the

agents of crime control. These agencies sel I themselves with the claim

that they can bring the phenomenom under control; but when they fail,

they are often provided with greater resources to expand their

operations. This escalating spiral is fiscal, but it is also an

expression of the'reconomy of power relationships" (Foucault, 1977)

through which the state satisfies its reproductive requirements for

discipl ine and punishment.
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By focusing centrally on fiscal considerations, Scull overlooks one

of the more sa I i ent features of the decarcerat i on process; i ts

compl ementary rel at i onsh i p to i ncarcerat i on. Decarcerat i on and

i ncarcerat i on are not always poì ar oppos i tes, even though the

terminology invites such a conclusion. Rather, the two pol icies exist

side by side on a continuum of deviance control alternatives. As

l,latthew suggests,

The relationship between prisons and more recent alternatives/
extensions are better seen as analogous to the relation
between gold and money. Once the basic currency is accepted,
¡t al lows the development of more flexible and convenient
methods of exchange. However, the value of paper currency is
always dependent upon the viability of gold itself and the end
of the day must always be real izable. (lglg: I l3)

The boundary between the total institution and its alternatives

becomes increasingly difficult to locate. rulesr' securi ty, curfews,The

makeand other sanctions imposed on "cl ientsil the d i st i nct i on between a

very "open'r prison and a very "cìosed'r halfway house trivial and often

absurd:

We are seeing, then, not just the proì iferation of agencies
and services, finely cal ibrated in terms of degree of
coerciveness or intrusion or unpleasantness. The
uncertainties are more profound than this: voluntary or
coercive, formal or i nformal , ìocked-up or free, gui I ty or
innocent. Those apparently absurd administrative and research
questions beckon to a future when it wi I I be impossible to
determine who exactly is enmeshed in the social control system
and hence subject to its jurisdictions and survei I lance at any
one t ime . (Cohen ,'1979: 346)

This I ine of argument certainly invites the question (which has yet

to be definitively answered either in theory or practice) as to whether

the "decarceration'r of offenders shouìd be understood in terms of the

the survei I lance/control mechanism, asgrowth of

"en ì arged

one of the

economy of power.rr Whether i ntended or

an effort

not, th i s

pol icy.

to create an

objective outcomes of the decarceration

may wel I be
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However, decarceration involves more than the establ ishment of

(institutional or quasi-institut¡onal) alternatives "in the community."

Diversion--perhaps the purest form of decarceration-- is a phenomenom

which does not lend itself either to straight forward empirical study

(data analysis) or to simpìe def inition. Police and judiciaì discretion

in the charging, prosecution, sentencing and disposition of offenders

both ref I ects and i nf I uences the scope and d i rect i on of the

decarceration trend. Decarcerative options--ranging from "warnings'r to

suspended sentences--are appl ied with greater frequency as convictions

become more difficult to obtain, as case loads in the courts escalate,

and as pressures are brought to bear to prevent a general overloading of

the penal system, During these early phases of the processing of the

offender, the pressures towards a decarcerative (or, perhaps more aptly,

a non-incarcerative) outcome are perhaps at their strongest; and there

is ìittle doubt that such outcomes, in conformity with Scullrs thesis,

have the effect of stemming the costs of segregativer or even quasi-

segregative, control and maintenance.

At the same t i me, however, the term I'd i vers i on", I i ke the term

rrcommunity alternatives,r' does not always involve what it impl ies.

Diversion has been hai led as the most radicaì appl ication of the non-

intervention principle short of complete decriminal ization. I ts

rationale is to restrict the full force of the criminal justice process

to more serious offences and to either el iminate or substantial ly

minimize access to it for al I others.e This strategy has received the

e A cìear statement of this rationale, together with the legal problems
involved in implementing it, is to be found in the Law Reform
Commision of Canada (197Ð,rrWorking Paper No. 7.. Diversionrr, Ottawa.
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greatest attention in the juveni le field, I ¡kely because the central

agency, the juvenile court, was itself the product of a reform movement

a imed at rrd ivers ion'r .

Clearly, al ì justice systems, particularly juveni le, have always

contained a substantiaì amount of diversion. Pol ice discretion has been

widely used to screen juveni les either right out of the system (by

dropping charges, informally reprimanding or cautioning) or through

referral to sociaì service agencies. l,Jhat has now happened is that, to

a large degree, these discretionary and screening powers have been

formal ized, extended, and transformed. The rrnetrr, which Cohen (1979)

speaks of, widens, to include those who, if the program had not been

availabìe, would either not have been processed at all (a simple warning

i nstead of rrreferra I r') or woul d have been pl aced on opt i ons such as

traditional probation. The more benevolent and beneficient the new

agencies appear, the greater the number of potential clients who will be

diverted there through encouragement or coercion. Through the blurring

provided by the welfare net, this wi I I happen to many not official ly

adjudicated as criminals as weì I. Fiscal considerations aside, there

wiìl be great pressure on these agencies to work with segments of the

population previously unreached and untouched. As Klein observes:

meaning of 'diversion' has been shifted from rdiversion from'
to¡referral to.' lronically, one of the ramífications of
this is that in contrast to some earl ier c¡ted rationales for
diversion such as reducing costs, caseloads, and purview of
the criminal justice system, diversion may in fact be
extending the costs, caseload and system purview even further
than had prev i ous l y been the case. (tt l e i n, l976: 10)

Diversion, therefore, has also turned out to be an aìternative to

"screening" (informal disposal of minor offences) and not just to



"processingt' (formaI use of criminaI control procedures).

more and more people may be referred to the system, rather

from i t.
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Consequent I y,

than diverted

Furthermore, diversion is based on a discretionary system in which

have been del iberately set asidedue process and Iegality of procedure

(E r i kson , 1977) . As Cohen suggests,

ln a system with low visibility and low accountability, there
is less room for such niceties as due process and legal
rights. Very often, for example, rnew diversion'
(minimization of penetration) occurs by del iberately avoiding
due process; the cl ient proceeds through the system on the
assumption of admission of gui lt. lndeed the del iberate
conceptual blurring between rdiversionr and rpreventionl
expl icitìy cal ls for an increase in this sort of non-legal
discretion. (1979:351)

The cost effectiveness of the diversionary strategy wouìd therefore

appear to be a more open question than Scul lrs "fiscaì-structuralrl

account of decarceration might al low.

The surging costs of institutional control would not necessarily be a

major problem if prisons and penitentiaries were not such a dismaì

fai lure (in terms of I iberal cost benefit analysis) , Since correctional

expenditure represents only a smaì I fraction of the total criminal

control budget. lt would therefore be problematic poì itical ly (and not

only ¡'f iscallyr') for the state to reìy solely on the incarcerative

solution to the problem of deviance-containment when ilcheaper" and

apparently more humane alternatives are avai lable. Privatized,

di spersed and non-segregative control agencies may permi t an unrelaxed

over-all measure of social control, while the state simultaneously

reproduces and extends its own legitimcy by appearing benign.
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5:3 SUGGEST I ONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Are the pol icies associated with decarceration rooted in and shaped

by fiscal-structural considerations, or do they represent an attempt to

enlarge the power of the social control apparatus? A case can clearly

be made for both propositionsr âS we have aìready suggested. However,

¡t is important to. grasp that the two propositions are not mutualìy

exclusive,. and that the project which decarceration involves may be

shaped by two antagonistic logics: the compulsion on the state to

al locate i ts resources as efficiently and as cost-effectiveìy as

possible, and the need for the state to adequately discharge both its

repressive and ìegitimization functions. The confl ict between these two

rrlogicsil is further defined by rrexternalrrpressures to minimize state

expenditures in the face of a growing crisis of private accumulation,

and by I'internalrrpressures of an organizationaì and bureaucratic nature

to expand i ts operat i ons. r o

Further research is clearly required in order to test Scullrs thesis

and to determine the di rection of the decarceration pol icy in relation

to both fiscal considerations and organizational/social control

considerations. For example, further research could examine the

employment rate in the correctional field, including probation, paroìe,

prison and pol ice personnel. An increase in the agent/offender ratio

and substantial ly larger employment expenditures might indicate that the

r o rrExterna I rr and rr i nterna I I' are not meant to ref er to i nterest groups
alone; obviously, rrexternalil pressures from labour, the unemployed,
and other groups wi I I often mi I i tate i n favour of greater state
expenditures. Rather, rrexternalrrand rrinternal" in this context
refer primari ly to the contradictory demands and functions of a
capitalist state in light of its relatively autonomous location in
the total social formation.
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control business is a large and growing one, which is at least as

dependent on therrreproductionrrof its clients as the "communityil is on

the system" ln this connection, it could then be argued that the

failure to incarcerate is facillitating the organizational growth and

"success" of the total apparatus of 'rdeviance-containment.rl

The findings presented in Chapter Four provides no basis for

assess i ng the rate of decarcerat i on re I at i ve to the rate of

incarcerat¡on. One can only speculate about the actual extent of

decarceration (and resort to "non-incarcerativerr options) in Canada.

Part of the problem in measuring the scope and extent of decarceration

in Canada is the high degree of fragmentation between federal and

provincial jurisdictions. Decision-making at these two leveìs and

between these levels often results in overlap and obfuscation of

official ìy-recorded information; so that an accurate estimate of the

numbers being diverted from the system becomes problematic. The problem

is further compounded by the fact that many of the operations of the

criminal justice system remain obscure and invisibìe, beyond the reach

of straightforward observation and calculation. Poì ice discretion about

whether or not to arrest reduces the visibility of cases dropped or

diverted from the criminal justice system (Cicouret,.l968) . The

informal ity and absence of uniform recordkeeping, which is

characteristic of pol ice operations, means that one can only speculate

about the ratio of reported crime to persons charged. Simi larly, the

process of re-classifying categories of offenders (e.S. more lenient

convictions for marijuana possession), although not undertaken

exclusively for the purpose of reducing the size of the population
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comm¡tted to custodial institutions, clearly has an important effect.

All of the foregoing demonstrates the complexity of measuring the extent

to wh i ch processes operat i ng at the pre-convi ct i on stage are

contributing to the trend towards non-institutionaì alternatives.

A large dose of skepticism, together with a much firmer location of

the new movement in overall structural and political changes, is needed

for a ful I-scale critique of decarceration and community corrections.

Such a critique, which has not been the primary goal of this thesis,

would need to encompass the fol lowing points: l) ¡t is by no means

clear, wi th respect to crime, that decarceration has been taking place

as rapidly as the ideology (or even its critics, like Scull) would have

us bel i eve i 2) i t has not been establ i shed that any communi ty

alternative is more effective in reducing crime than traditionaì

impr i sonment; 3) i t i s not cl ear that the "neb/'r methods are always

dramatically cheaper; and 4) the humanitarian rationale for the move

away from i mpr i sonment may be unfounded for two (oppos i te) reasons:

a)decarceration may indeed lead to something like non-intervention or

benign neglect: services are withdrawn and deviants are left neglected

or exploited by private operators; b) aìternatively, new forms of

intervention are establ ished which are often difficult to distinguish

from the old institutions and which reproduce in the community the very

same coercive features of the system they were designed to displace. 5)

Fisca,l consideration help to explain the structural roots and pol icy

origins of decarceration. However, they do not preclude the possibility

of a reversal of the trend, nor do they preclude the possibility that

I'communi ty al ternativesrr could become a decreasi ngly cost-effective
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method of containing criminal deviance. 6) Scuì I misses this last point

because his fundamental method is reductionist rather than dialectical

and because his theoretical perspective is based on a narrow and unsure

understanding of the contradictions underlying capitaì ist economic

crisis and state poì icy. His methodological and theoretical I imitations

blind him to the limits of state social welfare programs and to the

competing and often contradictory determinants of state social and

eonomi c pol icy. Because he fai I s to explore the impl ications of the

state's relative autonomy from, and intrinsic relationship to' the

capitaì ist economic structure, he is also unable to articulate

pol itical-ideological pressures with fiscal-structural ones and to

appreciate the organizational dynamics internaì to the state apparatus

which frequentìy frustrate the real ization of pol icy goaìs.

These qualifications provide the basis for a stronger and more

complete critique of the decarceration trend than that provided by

Scul I , whose account neverthel ess represents an important I andmark i n

the development of a radicaì sociological perspective on the issue.

Regardless of what one reads into the decarceration movement, as Chan

and Ericson (ì98ì) suggest, the outcome appears negative; a further

restriction of freedom and a further reproduction of dependency. For

these reasons aìone, decarceration programs should be chalked up as

another fai lure i n penal reform. And yet, cons i stent wi th the fai ìures

of other reformist projects, the "reformrr rhetoric in relation to

decarcerat i on cont i nues to f I our i sh, and further programmes are

developed and establ i shed.
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lf decarceration has abandoned its original goals of establ ishing

less costly, more humane, and more effective ways of deal ing with

offenders, this would certainly not be unprecedented in the history of

penal reform. Both Foucault (1917) and lgnatieff (1978) remind us that

prison itself was at least partially a reform in reaction to the

excesses of public torture and execution. Yet the result of this effort

to attenuate the pain and humiliation associated with punishment was the

subjugation and debilitation of the mind and spirit of offenders through

regimentation, discipl ine, isolation, and gui ìt. Today, wê hear a cry

for aìternatives to prison; tomorrow these alternatives are likely to be

the object of different criticisms and new reforms.

Historians of penal reform have warned us that reform in punishment

are usual ly nothing more than conversions to new and different punitive

modes. Since the ult¡mate aim of legal sanctions is to punish and

contain (with rehabilitation running a very distant second), âñy

approach that makes them more even-handed, rational, and acceptable

(whether on humani tar ian or economic grounds) , must ul timately and

essential ly function as a refinement in the technology of punishment.

Punishment necessarily leads to refinement in the technology of the

task; thus, reform still resuìts in a measure of pain, although it may

be perceived as a more "just measure of painrr.
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Table I

U.S. Prison Population and Prisoner Rate

per 100,000 People, l95O-1971

Yea r

I 950 166,165

l95l 1 65,680

1952 I 68 ,233

1953 17 3,579

195\ l82,got

1955

1956 189,575

1957 t95,\tt+

1 12.6

185,915 1 12.5

1961 220,1\g r 20.8

1962 2t8,830 I t8.3

tg63 217,283 115.7

196I+ 211+,283 1 12.6

tg65 210,895 109.5

tg66 tgg,65\ 102.7

tg67 tg\,896 99. I

tg68 192,682 g6 .0

Pr i son

Popuìation

Pr i soner

Rate/

ì 0,000

I 09.5

107.3

r07.r

108.7

1 12.7

r r4. r

Pr i son

Population

Pr i soner

Rate/

1 0,000Yea r

rg58 205,\93 I 18.8 1969 196,007 97 .6



I lg

1959 207,U+6

r 960 212,953

117.7

I t8.6 197 1

1970 196,\29

2O3,8\3

96.7

NA

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, "Statistical History of the

United States from Colonial Times to the Present; Statistical

Abstract of the Un i ted States -- 1970, 1972.r' !r/ash i ngton, D. C

Government Pr i nt ¡ ng 0ff i ce.



Table 2

Adult Prisoners per .l00,000 Population

Canada: 1955-1977

120

Tota I

Rate

95.9

90.2

9t.3

99.3

99.9

96.5

r0r.8

r 03.4

105.5

104.8

102.5

98.4

95.6

93.6

90.5

90 .0

8\.2

8¡ .8

8¡ .8

Yea r

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

r 960

t961

t962

1963

196\

1965

1966

1967

I 968

1969

1970

197 1

1972

197 3

Federal

Population

5507

5508

5t+32

5770

6295

6344

67 38

7 156

7 219

7651

7 51\

7\38

7 167

6894

7 159

7 109

7 L+83

8253

9ì r r

Rate

35 .1

34.2

32.7

33.8

36.0

35.5

36.9

38.5

38. I

39.1

38.2

37 .2

35.1

33.2

3\.7

33.2

3\.7

37 .9

4l .3

Provincial

Popuìation

95\6

Sggs

9739

il r92

il 166

r 0896

1l82t

12066

12755

12559

12627

12257

12339

12528

It88l

12126

I 0682

10006

9802

Rate

60.8

55.9

58,6

6s.s

6l.g

6r.o

64.8

6t+.9

67 .4

65 .t

6t+ "3

6t.z

60.5

60.4

56.5

56.7

\9.5

\5.9

\\.5
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1975

1976

1977

8499

87oo

9285

9335

38 .0

38 .3

40.4

40. r

9987

t 1277

12536

13593

4\.7

\9.7

54.\

58.t+

t2l

82"7

88 .0

9\.9

98.4

Source: Stati stics Canada,

Cor rect i ona I I nst i tutjp¡s SleütJjls, 1955-1977

Comments: Up to 1967, population as of l'larch 3l ¡ f rom 1968 to

1971, population as of December Jl for federal and Quebec

institutions' Harch 3l for al I other provinciaì adult institutions

Starting 1972, populations for al I insti tutions are expressed as

of December 31. Training school population not included.
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Table J

Population 0f, Admissions To, and Releases From Canadian Penitentiaries

Yea r

1955

1956

1957

I 958

1959

r 960

ì96r

1962

1963

196\

1965

1966

1967

1 968

1969

I 970

197 1

1972

t9t 3

197 4

197 5

1955-1978

Population

5507

5508

5\33

5770

6295

63\t+

6l l8

7 156

7219

7651

75lt+

7 \37

7 168

7026

7 159

7ì08

7\83

8253

9il r

8499

8723

Admissions

2366

2\06

2309

2975

30\5

3403

3338

3396

37\2

3888

3693

3603

3\7 5

3505

\129

\\73

4380

\232

\319

3602

\317

Rel ease

200 I

2hO6

2385

2638

2520

3350

2938

2978

3679

3\56

38 3b

3680

37 \\
3648

386,+

\52\

4006

3\62

3\61

\21\

4068
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1976

1977

1978

9326

9376

9296

\5\1

\629

\661

3879

\631

484 I

source: cross. National study of correctional Pol icy and practice

Federal data: Figure l.

eomments: Population figures are not derived from same source

as Table 2. Al I figures are absolute numbers, not rates.



Table 5

Convictions by Sentence Offences punishable

on Surunary Offences by percentage

1957 -1972

Year

Source: Statl_stics Canada, StatÍstics o

Suspended Sentences

Wfth Probatfon I^Iithout probatton

lo

.27

.2L

.L7

.L7

.19

.18

.2L

.2L

.2L

.27

.43

.32

.40

.46

.50

.53

Total

Number

2397393

2446540

2477827

2843876

3025518

3209810

3358129

3754s09

3880381

3787396

2281986

1994305

L624842

1358996

L3317 4L

1407068

Flne

/o

97 .2

97 .5

97 .2

97 .3

97 .3

97 .3

97.2

97 .2

97 .2

97 .2

95.2

93.6

92.5

92.7

f Criminal and

Gaol

1957

1958

1959

1960

19 61

L962

1963

1964

1965

r966

1967

1968

1969

r970

197 L

L972

Nurober

2466762

2508976

2548909

2920540

3109283

3296649

3453664

38s9464

399L657

3896572

239s466

20897L8

1711036

L45t943

1439138

1517418

Number

6642

5444

4228

5062

6L26

5960

7105

7963

8209

10680

10359

66L2

6729

6629

7332

8110

Number

r8330

9538

23555

2672L

277 57

29640

30079

30285

3L682

34683

37664

3L643

18306

24286

19180

L728L

%

.74

.77

.92

.91

.89

.89

.87

.78

.79

.89

L.57

1 .51

I .63

1 .58

1.3

1.1

/"

100

100

100

100

100

100

r00

100

100

100

100

100

r00

100

100

100

95

94

.4

.9

Number 7"

24607 .99

26391 1.0
3492L 1.3

37643 1.3

41555 1.3

44487 1.3
50892 1.5

52183 L.4
58234 1.s
53581 L.4
52794 2.2
40339 1.9

3726L 2.2
42722 2.9

45636 3.2
4444L 3.0

P
l'.Js.

Cor¡rment: Has ceased to publish after L973.

Other 0ffences L957-1972



Table 6

Federal and provinciar parore Appricatlons and GranËs

I 959-1 978

Year
Federal parole
Applf catl_ons

Federal parole
Granted

Provfncial parole
Applfcations

Number

2270

3505

287L

2765

2550

2590

2966

27 17

2826

3007

3L57

4248

4118

3895

3690

3562

338s

3040

3527

3861

Number

994

LLg2

1005

885

663

751

LL27

LLL4

1328

1962

1926

27l-9

2389

L7L4

1181

r496

1185

1003

1305

1506

Number

Provincial parole
Granted

er
1959

i960

r96 1

1962

1963

1964

l9 65

I 966

1967

1968

1969

L970

T97 L

r97 2

1973

I97 4

r97 5

r97 6

L977

I 978

100

100

r00

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

43.7

34.0

35 .0

32.0

26.0

28.9

37 .9

41 .0

46.9

65.2

61 .0

64,0

s8 .0

44.0

32.0

4L.9

35 .0

32.9

37.0

39.0

237 6

2613

4307

32gO

3632

2753

2600

2L59

3826

3880

3835

3s54

3970

3550

3331

2925

2894

2943

3115

2975

r00

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

,100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

1044

1333

1292

987

TL26

1101

1170

1382

L7 60

L979

253L

2488

258r

L9L7

1599

1638

1418

L207

1371

1398

39.0

51 .0

29.9

30 .0

3t .0

39 .9

4s.0

64.0

46.0

51 .1

65.9

70 .0

65 .1

54.0

58 .0

56.0

48 .0

41 .0

44.0

46.9

-l.J(¡

Source: National parole Servfce



Ff.scal Year

196r-1962

19 62-1963

1963-1964

1964-1965

19 65-19 6 6

L966-]-967

1967-1968

1968-1969

19 69-19 70

197o-r.971

L97t-L972

r972-L973

L973-L97 4

L974-L975

L97 5-L97 6

L976-L977

L977-L978

Courts

8, 171

8, 383

l0,595

LL,7L9

L2,467

13,735

L7,L48

18,517

2L,L57

25,589

28,69C)

32,07L

38,608

55,25L

75,504

79,756

88,216

Table 7

Criminal Justice Exoenditure

Canada: Iederal GovernTnent
L962-L978 \

Correc ÈLons

23,r)45

24,712

26,800

38, 600

56,263

58,246

63,458

6L,22L

67,185

70, 153

81,306

88 , 514

113,187

143,868

LgB,727

225,024

300, 142

?olf.ce

48, 630

52,967

52,892

7 6,847

81,448

LOL,275

118,855

t35,647

1s1;84s

167,82L

1 98, 986

223,47O

262,328

324,952

399,254

ttOg,Ogz

556,007

lotal

79,946

86,062

90,287

L27,166

150,178

L72,896

Lgg,46r

215,385

24O,L25

263,563

308,982

344,O55

4L4,L23

524,07L

663,485

774,572

944,365

TotaL ln
ConsÈant S (19711

110, 187

LL7,042

1 20. 084

165,320

189, 23fl

209,200

23r,376

230,464

247,328

263,563

293,531

299,324

318, 873

403,533

445,289

430, 858

508,480

P
t.J

(Thousand.c of Do'l l arel
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Table 7

Criminal Justice Expendi tures

Canada: Federal Government

1962-1978

(Thousands of Dol lars)

Courts Correct i onsFiscal Year

1961-1962

1962-1963

1963-196\

1964-1965

1965-1966

1966-1961

1967 -1968

I 968- I 969

1969-t9to

1970-197 1

1971-1972

1972-1973

197 3-197 \

197 \-1975

1975-1976

197 6- 1977

1977 -1978

8,171

8, 383

10,595

11,719

12,\67

13,37 5

17, t48

t8 ,517

2t ,157

25,589

28,690

32,07 1

38,608

55,251

75,50/4

79,756

88,2t6

23,O\5

2\ ,712

26,800

38,600

56,263

58,246

63,\58

6t ,2zl

67 , t85

70,153

8 t ,306

88,5r4

lt3,t87

I l+3,868

188,727

225,02\

300, t42

Pol i ce

48,630

52,961

52,892

76,8\7

8 1 ,448

1O1,275

I t8,855

1 35 ,6\7

151 ,783

167 ,821

r 98, g86

223,1+7O

262,328

324,952

399,25\

\69,692

556,OO7

Tota ì

79,8\6

86,062

90,287

127,166

t50, I 78

172,896

tgg,46t

215,385

2\0,125

263,563

308, 982

3\\,055

4ì4, t23

52\,O71

663,\85

77\,\72

g\\,365
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Source:

F edera ì

Statistics

Gover nment

Canada,

@, t96t-62 to 1977-78.

Gross Expendi ture.
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Tabl e 8

Welfare Expenditure as a Percentage of Gross Nationaì Product

Selected Fiscal Years 1933-1965

Canada: Al I Governments

Hea ì th

Social

We I fare Educat i on

Fiscal

Year

1965

196\

1963

t962

l96t

I g6o

1959

I 958

1957

1956

1955

195\

1953

1952

1951

I 950

19\9

3. r

3.0

2,8

2.8

2"8

2"3

2.0

1.6

r.3

r.3

r.3

t.4

r.3

1"2

1.2

1.3

r.3

l+.6

\.6

\.6

\"7

4.6

4.5

\.3

\.3

3.9

3.5

3.7

3.9

3.7

3.7

3.0

3.5

3.6

5.3

5.1

5.0

5.3

\.7

À.3

3.9

3.6

3.5

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.7

2.5

2.3

2.5

2.\

Tota I

13.0

12.7

12.\

12.8

t2.I

il.t

10.2

9.5

8.1

7"8

B.o

8.1

7.7

7.\

6.5

7.3

7.3
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I 948

1g/47

19\6

1g\5

19\3

r94r

I 939

1937

1933

t.0

0.9

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.8

0.8

0.9

3.3

3.4

3.5

2,6

t.l
r.3

2.8

3"6

3.8

2.2

2.0

r.9

t.6

ì.3

1.6

2"3

2"2

3.0

6.5

6.1

6.2

4.8

2.8

3.5

5.9

6.6

7.7

Source: Bird (19702256), Table 13.

Comments: See Bird (.l970 Appendix C) for general comments. Raw

data and data at three levels of government also given in the

same Appendix.
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Table 9

Welfare Expenditure as a Percentage of Gross National Product

1966-r976

Canada: Al I Governments

Hea I th

Social

l,Jel fare Educat i on Tota I

Fiscal

Year

1976

1975

197 \
197 3

1972

197 1

1970

1969

I 968

1967

1966

6.\

6.1

5.7

6.1

6.\

6.0

5.l

4.3

3.9

3.6

3.3

8.9

8.7

8.2

8.6

9.6

oo

9.7

9.2

8.8

8"0

5.\

2\.6

23.5

2t .7

22.\

23.t+

22.8

20.6

19.2

ì8.3

16 "6

13.6

9.3

8.7

7.8

7.7

7.\

6.9

5.8

5.7

5.6

5.0

\.9

Source: Tables l0 and 13.

Comments: See comments in Tables l0 and 13. Data presented not

directly comparable to Table 8, since these were derived from

different sources. GNP figures from Statistics Canada,
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National lncome a¡d Ëxpqndilgte Accounts.
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Table l0

Welfare Expenditure as a Percentage of Gross National Product

1966-1976

Canada: By Government

Federal Provincial Loca I Tota IYea r

1976

197 5

197 t+

197 3

1972

197 1

1970

1969

I 968

1967

1966

8.6

8.r

7.\

7.7

7.5

7.o

6.2

5.8

5.6

5.2

4"9

I ì.2

t 0.6

9.5

l0. l

ì 0.7

10.2

9.2

8.2

8.0

6.9

6.0

4.8

4.8

\.6

\.6

4.3

5.6

5.3

5.1

4.8

\.6

2.6

8.2

7.8

7.2

7.5

7.5

7.6

6.9

6.\

6.r

5.6

t+ "5

Source: Stat i st i cs Canada,

Il:lelel Government Finance' 1966-1976,

Provi nc i al Government F i nance, 1966-1976

Local Governmeryf |!nance, 1966-1976



Table I I

The Growth of Government Spending in Canada, l9\7-1977

(As per cent of GNE)

F i ve-Year Tota I Exhaus t i ve

Expend i turesAveraggÞ Expend i tures

19t+7 -51 23 "1 13.3

1952-56 26.5 17 .7

1957 -61 28.9 t 8.2

1962-66 30.3 19.7

1967 -7 1 3\.9 22.0

1972-76 38.7 23.1

1977 4r. r 2\.O

Source: Bird, et al. (1979:9, Table 2.1)

Comments: Exhaust i ve expend i tures i nc I ud i ng government

expenditure on goods and services, including capital formation.

l3t+

Tr ansf er s

9.8

8.7

to.7

t 0.6

12.7

15 .7

t7 .l
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Table l2

The Real Growth (Constant Dollars) of Government Spending in Canada, 19\7-1977

(As per cent of GNE)

I !-y=_*Year

A¿ersgg_q

Ie_t_e-L

Expend i tures

Exhaus t 'l_vg

Expend i tures Tr ans fer s

8.8

l0.l

I0 .2

12.5

16.5

t 8.6

r9\7 -5t 27 .6 18.8

1952-56 32.0 23.8

1957 -61 32.1 22.O

1962-66 32.5 22.2

1967 -7 1 36.0 23.5

197 2-7 6 38.6 22.1

1977 40 .0 2t.\

Source: Bird, et al . (1979:20, Table 2.6)

eomments: Government expend i tures are def I ated as fol I ows:

current expenditures on goods and services and capital formation

by the respective nationaì accounts impl icit deflators

and transfer payments by the implicit deflator for personal

expendi tures. Al I defìators are based on I!/l=ì00.
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Table l3

Government Surpl us or Def i c i t

Canada z l93O-1977

F edera IYea r

I 930

l93l

1932

1933

ì 934

1935

1936

1937

I 938

1939

r 940

r94r

l9t+2

tg\3

I 944

19\5

tg\6

t9\7

I 948

-96
- 160

- 154

- I ll+

-93
- 121

-37
9

-87
-2
- t40

_27

-1723

-1943

-2709

-1832

- 2\5

681

765

Yçer

r95\

1955

1956

1957

tg58

1959

1 960

l96t

1962

1963

196\

1965

1966

1967

1 968

1969

t9lo

197 1

1972

F edera I

-46
202

598

250

- 767

- 339

- 229

- 4r0

- 507

- 286

3\5

5\\

231

-84
- ll

102 I

26\

-95
- 702
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I 949

1950

I95t

1952

1953

Comments: l. Aì I

National lncome

484

650

971

195

t5t

1973

r97 \
1975

1976

1977

222

I 053

-3551

-3201

-7 \09

Source: ì930 to 1970 series from Statistics Canada,

_CanaCjen Statistical Review Historical lgryy,

1970. 1971 to 1977 series compi led from Statistics Canada,

Canadian Statistical Review, l97l to 1977, (See note f).

compi led from Statistics Canada,

and txpenditure Accounts, 1926-1977.

2. Surplus (+) or deficit (-) defined as total revenue from all

sources, including transfers from other levels of government,

less total expenditure, including transfers to other ìevels of

government, plus capital consumption alìowances and less gross

capital formation.

3. Starting 1961, total includes "hospitals.r' Starting 1966,

total includes I'Canadian pension plan" and I'Quebec pension planrr

as weì1.
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